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Part 1 - Executive summary of the FLINT project 

There is a growing need for data on the sustainability of agriculture, not only within the industry but 
especially among researchers and policy makers to monitor and evaluate the Common Agricultural 
Policy with its cross-compliance, greening and rural development measures.  

The FLINT project (Farm Level Indicators for New Topics in policy evaluation) has investigated options 
to collect such data. In 9 member states, with different systems of data collection at farm level, it has 
collected and analysed sustainability data from 1,100 farms in the Farm Accountancy Data Network.  

The project has defined a list of relevant sustainability themes based on (emerging) policy needs, a 
literature review and a review of national initiatives to measure sustainability. The themes have been 
discussed with different stakeholder to evaluate the feasibility and usefulness of collecting farm level 
data on these themes. Finally 31 themes were identified, which have been translated into a list of data 
items to be collected at farm level. 

The defined data items were collected in 9 member states (Ireland, Netherlands, Germany, Poland, 
Finland, Hungary, Greece, Spain and France) on 1,100 farms of different farm types, 100 more than 
planned. Experiences of participating farmers and data collectors have been surveyed and analysed. 
Although some problems occurred, mainly due to the pilot project and first-year character of FLINT, it 
is concluded that data collection is feasible, whatever the way the member state has organised its data 
collection. What does make a difference is the relationship between the farmer and the FADN system 
and especially the FADN data collectors. The built-up trust is an important factor in the willingness of 
farmers to share the data. 

The project shows how policy analysis benefit from additional data with indicators on the sustainability 
performance of farms (profit, planet and people aspects). The project has used the collected data in a 
number of case studies to evaluate and illustrate the added value of the newly collected sustainability 
indicators. The cases range from analysis on (1) specific dimensions such as risk management 
strategies; adoption of innovations; use of advisory services; indicators for greening measures and 
nutrient use efficiency indicators for milk production; (2) the connection between two or more 
dimensions of sustainability such as the impact of farmer age on agricultural sustainability; relation 
between advisory services and farm level sustainability and the impact of cap subsidies on technical 
efficiency (including environmental outputs) up to (3) integrated analysis of the tradeoffs between 
economic, environmental and social sustainability. 

A crucial observation is that although the environment and other public values are the objectives of 
the policy, governments target a change in farm management. Therefore policy analysis requires an 
integrated data set at farm level to understand choices by farmers including trade-offs between 
economic and (sometimes contradicting) environmental and social objectives.  

The project has investigated options to upscale the results of the FLINT project from 9 to 28 member 
states to create a representative panel with farm-level sustainability data. This leads to the conclusion 
that the most attractive option is to reduce the current FADN sample in order to accommodate a 
subsample with sustainability data. Also ideas for future work on indicator development and 
standardistation; integration with industry schemes and ICT solutions have been identified. 

FLINT has provided a significant contribution to the field of policy assessment relevant to the CAP by 
showing the feasibility of collecting farm level sustainability data and illustrating the added value of 
these data in a number of cases. FLINT has made recommendations, on the basis of the experiences of 
the project, to support the establishment of an operational EU-wide system at the European Union. 
The inclusion of this data in the FADN is in line with FADN’s basic legislation. It is proposed to 
introduce the changes in all member states via a project approach for the accounting year 2018 

More information on the project can be found on the website of the project (http://www.fp7-flint.eu). 
This includes background information, presentations and reports.  

http://www3.lei.wur.nl/flint


Part 2 - Project context and objectives 

 

The common agricultural policy (CAP), since the time of its’ inception, had a strong focus on economic 
aspects of farming, and a fair standard of living was a key element in the CAP. Since then, the 
objectives of the CAP have evolved, and also the applied policy instruments have changed: from 
intervention in markets by price setting towards direct income support, on the condition of good 
agricultural practice (‘cross compliance’), and rural development measures (‘pillar II’). The most recent 
CAP reform aims to develop a universal and common agricultural policy, “greening” is a key concept 
and also places more emphasis on innovation. This broadening of objectives of the CAP reflects and 
parallels an increased societal concern about the sustainability of agriculture. This concern is also 
reflected in sustainability initiatives in the agro-food sector. However, the broadening of objectives has 
not been adequately reflected in the European data infrastructure. The data infrastructure (statistical 
and administrative systems) does not adequately reflect new policy objectives and hence ex-ante, on-
going and ex-post, evaluation of policy proposals is problematic.  

Although a wide-range of international policy, economic and sustainability indicator frameworks have 
been developed that do integrated measurements across the three core pillars of sustainability - 
economic, environmental and social - these are often applicable at a wider spatial scale than the farm 
level and thus make farm-level policy evaluation very problematic. Furthermore, these indicator 
frameworks have focused on the specification of the indicators and hardly touch on the data collection 
of farm level indicators.  

The approach of FLINT implements and tests data collection on different sustainability aspects at farm 
level at the same farms. The results of the project will facilitate the pursuit of societal goals, in 
particular environmental, and those related to rural development by improving the targeting, efficacy 
and efficiency of agricultural policies. Furthermore the integrated assessment of the sustainability of 
farms allows for the analysis and identification of measures to improve sustainability. 

 

Objectives 

This has resulted in the following objectives for the FLINT project: 

• To establish a tested data infrastructure with up to date farm level indicators for the 
monitoring and evaluation of CAP and to contribute to a better targeting of CAP and other 
related policy measures. 

• FLINT will establish a pilot network of 1000 farms (representative of farm diversity at EU level, 

including the different administrative environments in the different MS) that is well-suited for 
the gathering of data on the basis of farm-level indicators to test indicators and 
methodologies.  

 

Approach 

To meet these objectives, the FLINT project has been structured around two key contributions and 

five key questions: 

 

FLINT is built around two key contributions: 

• The need to demonstrate the feasibility of collecting policy-relevant data in different 
administrative environments with newly developed farm-level indicators of economic, 
environmental, social and innovation issues. 



• The need to demonstrate how the new farm level indicators can be used to evaluate policy 
and improve the targeting of policy initiatives in such a convincing way that the European 
Commission can establish an operational EU wide system to collect the extended set of farm 
level indicators. 

 

FLINT is designed around five key questions: 

• What is desirable? What farm-level data is needed for the CAP policy evaluation? 

• What is feasible in the value chain? Data-collection is costly and depends on the 
collaboration of farmers. What is the farmers’ level of awareness and what is their willingness 
to share this information? What information do farmers already share with the food industry? 

• What is a feasible pilot network? What and how do we test in a pilot network and how can 
up to date ICT support such a European infrastructure? 

• What is useful? Is the newly collected farm-level data really essential in policy evaluation? To 
which extent could proxies be used? Is it really necessary to gather all that data in an 
integrated way at individual farm level? 

• What is acceptable? The usefulness of data in policy monitoring does not guarantee that 
stakeholders and data collectors will collect it. So, what are acceptable scenarios for the future 
data-infrastructure in an era of tight budgets? 

 

The agro-food sector in all 9 participating member states is actively involved in the definition and 
selection of relevant indicators. The concepts of productivity and sustainability that farmers and the 
farming sector use in their management and marketing, will be taken into account. This will improve 
collaboration as farm management data can be used, feed-back data will be more relevant, and policy 
analysis gets a better view on decision making in the agro-food sector. The agro-food sector is also 
actively involved in this project and they support the FLINT approach (support letters of the 
Sustainable Agriculture Initiative Platform and the Sustainability Consortium). 
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PART 3 SUMMARY OF MAIN RESULTS 
Societal challenges such as climate change, environmental pollution, reduced biodiversity, inequality between city and country 
side and within agriculture, as well as the need to feed the growing population have been translated by the European policy-
makers in policies for a productive and sustainable agriculture. For farmers the Common Agricultural Policy (CAP), linked to other 
environmental policies through cross compliance, and with a pillar for rural development, has been renewed for the period 2014-
2020 with new policy topics such as greening and innovation partnerships. 

The European institutions, most of all DG Agriculture & Rural Development, have a need to monitor and evaluate this renewed 
CAP, also with an eye to renewal of the policy after 2020. This implies not only the need for statistics on the environment (the 
physical, ecological and the institutional, socio-economic environment) and productivity of agriculture. To evaluate the 
effectiveness and efficiency of the policy measures it is needed to understand how policies influence the behaviour of the farmers 
and the choices that they make in a trade-off between economic and different (sometimes contradictory) environmental goals.  

The FLINT project has investigated what the best method is to collect sustainability data from farmers to make such policy 
evaluation possible. By collecting and analysing sustainability data on 1,100 farms in 9 member states in the framework of the 
Farm Accountancy Data Network (FADN), it was shown that such data collection explicitly considers the heterogeneity of the 
farming sector in the EU and makes a large variety of policy analyses possible. This data collection is possible in the different 
administrative environments that member states face or have chosen to organise the national FADN. 

This leads us to the conclusion that the FADN should be adapted by including an FADN sub-sample of 15,000 farms in 28 member 
states, providing that this sub-sample is adequately selected (e.g. representativeness in terms of the various dimensions of 
sustainability). The sample allocation of these 15,000 farms should be based on an optimal allocation over the member states 
(figure A) and would cost about 4.2m euros a year in data collection costs. At the same time the current FADN sample can be 
reduced from 85,000 to 75,000 farms to give the member states the possibility to keep the FADN costs within their current 
budget. This reduction will not have a big effect on income estimators at EU and member state level.  

 

Figure A: Distribution of FLINT farms among member states 

We recommend that the FADN committee, chaired by DG Agri, implement this change as soon as possible, building upon the 
results of the FLINT project, including its Farm Return and software. This is possible within the basic act of the FADN but needs 
adaptation of other Commission Regulations. As several member states have limited experience in collecting sustainability data in 
their FADN and some variables are sensitive in some countries, discussion on these regulations could take time. Also, as set-up 
costs of the subsample (software, instructions to accountants) asks for investments that are not easily compensated by a reduction 
of the current sample, there are arguments why DG Agri should provide some support in this change to speed up the process. 
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We therefore recommend DG Agri also start a 4-year project FLINT-2 that creates with the 28 national FADNs a Policy Research 
Infrastructure. This could start immediately and take in data that are already available in national FADNs for past years, including 
those from FLINT partners such as Finland, Hungary, Navarra (Spain) and Poland that decided to continue the data collection of 
some nationally relevant indicators after the FLINT project. In this way data would already be available for the evaluation of the 
current CAP in the winter of 2017/18. The project could help the member states that were not part of the FLINT pilot project to 
start up their activities based on the project budget and by making software available.  

1 INTRODUCTION 
This summary contains the final recommendations, and supporting evidence, to collect sustainability data in the framework of the 
Farm Accountancy Data Network (FADN). There is a growing need for data on the sustainability of agriculture, not only within the 
industry but especially also among researchers and policy-makers to monitor and evaluate the Common Agricultural Policy with 
its cross-compliance, greening and rural development measures.  

The FLINT project (Farm Level Indicators for New Topics in policy evaluation) has investigated options to collect such data. In 9 
member states, with different systems of data collection at farm level, it has collected and analysed sustainability data from 1,100 
farms in the Farm Accountancy Data Network. More information on the project can be found on the website of the project 
(http://www.fp7-flint.eu). This includes background information, presentations and reports. 

To substantiate the recommendations of this report, Chapter 2 discusses in detail which data are needed for monitoring and 
evaluation of European agricultural policies (based on WP1). It shows how policy analysis might benefit from additional data with 
indicators on the sustainability performance of farms (profit, planet and people aspects) (based on WP5). The analysis makes the 
point that although the environment and other public values are the objectives of the policy, governments target a change in farm 
management and that policy analysis requires an integrated data set at that level to understand choices by farmers with trade-offs 
between economic and (sometimes internally contradicting) environmental and social objectives. The chapter explains how the 
indicators were selected (based on WP1 and WP2) and the data needed were translated into a survey (based on WP3 and WP4). 

Chapter 3 reports on the feasibility of the collection of sustainability data (based on WP3 and WP4). The data defined in Chapter 2 
were collected in 9 member states (Ireland, Netherlands, Germany, Poland, Finland, Hungary, Greece, Spain and France) on a total 
of 1,100 farms of different farm types, 100 more than planned. Experiences of participating farmers and data collectors have been 
surveyed and have been reported. Although some problems occurred, mainly due to the project and first-year character of FLINT, 
it is concluded that data collection is feasible, whatever the way the member state has organised its data collection.  

Chapters 4 and 5 investigate options to upscale the results of the FLINT project from 9 to 28 member states and to create a 
representative panel with farm-level sustainability data (based on WP6). This leads to the conclusion that the most attractive 
option is to reduce the current FADN sample in order to accommodate a subsample with sustainability data.  

2 WHY POLICY-MAKERS NEED BETTER POLICY EVALUATION AND DATA 

2.1 New policy needs 
Policies change over time to adapt to new societal needs. This is also true for policies relating to agriculture. The FLINT project 
focuses on the CAP for the 2014-2020 period to identify and describe the policy evaluation needs, especially those policy 
evaluations that can be facilitated by farm-level indicators. Existing EU policy priorities that are relevant for our objective include:  

• Rural Development,  
• ICT for Competitiveness & Innovation,  
• Key Enabling Technologies,  
• Tourism, 
• Animal Welfare,  
• Animal Health, and  
• Plant Health. 

Of these, the Common Agricultural Policy (CAP) and more specifically the Rural Development Pillar with its six priorities is a highly 
relevant policy topic. Table 2.1 presents these rural development priorities, some other relevant policy priorities and examples of 
information needed to enable evaluation.  

http://www3.lei.wur.nl/flint
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Table 2.1 Rural development priorities and other examples of farm level information needs for policy evaluation 

Policy Examples of information needs 

RDP Priority 1: 

Fostering knowledge transfer in 
agriculture, forestry and rural areas 

• Evidence of efforts to close the innovation gap between research and practice 
• Engagement in: European Innovation Partnerships (EIPs); co-operation activities; clusters or networks, and; 

operational groups 
• Incidence of trials and pilot projects to support innovation 
• Adoption of innovative actions 
• Measures to reduce risks and barriers 
• Increased profitability and competitiveness due to innovation 
• Social Return on Investment (SROI) 
• Co-operation operations continuing after RDP support 
• Agriculture holdings with RDP support for investments regarding modernisation  
• RDP support for business development plan for young farmers 

RDP Priority 2: 

Enhancing the competitiveness of all 
types of agriculture and enhancing farm 
viability 

• Economic performance of farms 
• Measurement of farm structures 
• Measurement of farm modernisation 
• Degree of farm diversification 
• Profiles of age structures in the agricultural sector 
• Support for investment by young farmers 

RDP Priority 3: 

Promoting food chain organisation and 
risk management in agriculture 

• Participation in quality schemes for products and food 
• Local and regional branding of products 
• Participation and contribution to short supply chains (e.g. direct sales, local markets) 
• Participation in producer groups 
• Marketing of local produce 
• Targeting of knowledge, training and skills for new entrants and existing producers 
• Targeting of financial support to assist short supply chains 
• Use of LEADER to support local food sectors 
• Participation in risk prevention and management schemes 
• Knowledge and information on access to RDP finance instruments other than non-repayable grants 
• Use of RDP finance instruments other than non-repayable grants (e.g. revolving loan fund, venture capital fund, 

interest rate subsidy, guarantee fund, equity fund) 

RDP Priority 4:  

Restoring, preserving and enhancing 
ecosystems dependent on agriculture 
and forestry 

• Land cover 
• Less favoured areas  
• Farming intensity  
• Natura 2000 areas present around the farm 
• Farmland birds index 
• Conservation status of agricultural habitats (grassland) 
• High Nature Value farming 
• Protected forest 
• Water use and abstraction in agriculture 
• Water quality 
• Abbreviated see report for the full list 

RDP Priority 5: 

Promoting resource efficiency and 
supporting the shift toward a low-carbon 
and climate-resilient economy in 
agriculture, food and forestry sectors 

• Share of irrigated land switching to more efficient irrigation system 
• Increase in efficiency of water use in agriculture in RDP supported projects (m3 water used/standard output/)  
• Increase in efficiency of energy use in agriculture and food-processing in RDP supported projects (output/MJ energy 

used) 
• Total investment in renewable energy production (euros)  
• Renewable energy produced from supported projects (tonnes of oil equivalent) 
• Livestock units concerned by investments in livestock management in view of reducing the N2O, methane and 

ammonia emissions 
• Share of agricultural land under management contracts targeting reduction of N2O, methane and ammonia 

emissions 
• Reduced emissions of methane and nitrous oxide (measured in CO2 equivalent)  
• Reduced emissions of ammonia from agriculture (tonnes)  
• Share of agricultural and forest land under management contracts contributing to carbon conservation and 

sequestration 

RDP Priority 6: 

Promoting social inclusion, poverty 
reduction and economic development in 
rural areas 

• Jobs created in supported projects 
• Share of rural population covered by Local Action Groups (LAG) funded through the RDP 
• Rural population benefiting from improved services / infrastructures supported under the RDP 
• Jobs created in supported projects (LEADER) 
• Rural population benefiting from new or improved services / infrastructures (ICT) 

ICT for Competitiveness and Innovation 
and Key Enabling Technologies 

• Adoption of ICT to improve farm business 
• Farm-level adoption of key enabling technologies 

Tourism 

• Farm income generated from tourism 
• Proportion of farm labour dedicated to agri-tourism 
• Investment in agri-tourism 
• Membership of agri-tourism certification scheme, co-operative, LAG or LEADER project 

Animal Welfare 

• Use of RDPs to support investment and aid adaptation to higher standards in the farming sector, as well as to 
reward practices that go beyond minimum standards 

• Farmers’ awareness of animal welfare programmes 
• Adherence to animal welfare rules on the farm, during transport and at time of slaughter or killing (with specific rules 

for laying hens, calves, pigs and broilers) 
• Participation in RDPs to support investment and aid adaptation to higher animal welfare standards in the farming 

sector 
• Participation in activities to inform consumers about animal welfare standards and influence consumers’ purchasing 
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Policy Examples of information needs 

decisions 

EU Animal Health Strategy (AHS) 

• Farm-level incidence of disease outbreaks 
• Farm-level investment in precautionary measures for biosecurity for animal health 
• Participation in an eradication programme for named diseases (listed in AHS) 
• Participation in electronic identification schemes for traceability of live animals (to replace paper certification) 
• Receipt of effective training to be able to identify the signs of disease at an early stage 
• Receipt of information/training to improve farm-level surveillance of disease 

Plant Health 

• Inspection of pesticides application equipment in use – All pesticides application equipment will have to be inspected 
at least once by 2016 to grant a proper efficient use of any plant protection product 

• Adherence to EU plant health rules 
• Actions to prevent incidence of plant pests and diseases 
• Incidence of alien invasive species 
• Support for surveillance and control systems for plant pests and diseases 

Source: FLINT project, based on analysis of Commission documents. 

Government policies in the EU have to be assessed ex-ante, mid-term and ex-post with an impact assessment and monitored 
during their existence (Kirkpatrick and Parker, 2007). These assessments and monitoring should not only consider the target 
variables of the policy, but all other effects that could throw a light on the effectiveness and efficiency of the policy, including data 
on different target groups of the policy. Such data can come from different statistics and be combined with up-to-data techniques 
from econometrics and statistics (such as imputation methods). However to understand the decision making of the policy’s target 
groups it is recommended to collect different variables on the same farms and not introduce a data bias by artificially linking data 
from different sources.  

Most, if not all, of the topics and indicators discussed above can be framed in the Triple P approach of Profit, People and Planet to 
describe sustainability (Elkington 1997). This approach has been used by various frameworks, approaches, methods and indicators 
to appraise how much farms and firms in the food production chain contribute to sustainability. FAO has combined many of those 
in the SAFA-tool. Data needs on new policy topics are therefore interpreted as needs on sustainability data of farming and farms.  

Diffusion of these indicator frameworks is in its early stages and data gathering is at best at a small scale in projects or some 
national FADNs. Industry standards such as the Sustainable Agriculture Initiative (SAI) and The Sustainability Consortium (TSC) are 
used to develop food safety and tracing- and tracking systems (such as GlobalGap and many other schemes) towards 
sustainability frameworks. In practice, the data collection at farm level of sustainability indicators is in its infancy. One of the early 
refinements was the emerging of nutrient accounting systems for livestock and crop farms in some parts of Europe (Breembroek 
et al., 1996). 

There are clear gaps between the policy priorities and the existing data infrastructure required to develop metrics for policy 
evaluation at farm level concerning the sustainability issues that are now part of European policies. The farm-level data from the 
existing FADN relates to farm economics. Topics with no or very limited coverage in the FADN relate only to the environmental, 
animal welfare, technology and innovation topics. These areas are particularly important for future policy evaluation. Some of the 
major changes to the CAP include the Greening policy and increased support from Rural Development for various environmental 
and social public goods. It is important to effectively discern the effects of these specific policy instruments to allow for policy 
evaluation. This would require considerable disaggregation of data to allow analyses to discern such effects. Other issues 
identified relate to the representativeness of topics of both international and national policies and the representativeness of farm 
types. 

2.2 Examples of better policy evaluation 
The FLINT project has demonstrated with a number of examples how policy evaluation could be improved with access to better 
data. In this section we provide some examples of policy-relevant analyses that we carried out with the FLINT data and national 
FADN data that already incorporates data on new policy topics.  

Monitoring 

A first example of the type of policy-relevant data the FLINT project gathered is given in Table 2.2 with results on dairy farms in 6 
countries. The first rows of the table contain conventional FADN data on number of cows, subsidies, turnover and income data. 
Besides these profit-indicators the table then shows data on planet and people indicators. The estimated greenhouse gas 
emissions seem to be relatively high per cow (not corrected for milk yields) in Spain, the Netherlands and Ireland, and lower in 
Finland and Poland. The data confirm that dairy farms in the Netherlands have relatively high nitrate balance surpluses. FLINT also 
collected data on the use of advisory services, an important aspect in the rural development programme. It turns out that dairy 
farmers in Finland and Ireland have fewer contacts with advisors than in the other countries. Social indicators are represented in 
Table 2.2. with data on job satisfaction and quality of life opinions of farmers. Spanish, Polish and to a lesser extent French dairy 
farmers are less satisfied than the dairy farmers in the other 3 countries. 
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Table 2.2. Sustainability data (median values) from dairy farms in six countries (Spain, Finland, France, Ireland, Netherlands and 
Poland). 

Variable Unit ES FI FR IE NL PL 

Dairy cows heads 74.4 42.8 50.0 75.0 99.2 22.4 
Gross farm income euro 78,630 113,319 58,943 82,901 117,555 22,511 
Farm net value added euro 38,999 47,680 28,611 70,587 70,044 18,567 
Farm net income euro 27,205 33,057 12,643 61,299 18,692 16,719 
GHG emission tonnes CO2 

 
585.7 335.1 NA 624.0 597.3 130.8 

GHG/cow tonnes CO2 
  

7.88 7.84 NA 8.32 6.02 5.84 
N-balance kg N per ha 431.1 162.4 NA 323.1 408.5 127.9 
NUE output/input 6.2 6.6 NA 4.7 6.8 7.3 
Advisory contacts number 25.0 13.0 21.0 11.0 24.5 21.0 
Job satisfaction max 10 6.5 8.0 7.0 8.0 8.0 6.0 
Quality of life max 10 5.9 8.0 6.2 7.8 7.2 6.0 
Pesticides  2.1 0.4 1.6 NA 0.8 0.7 

 The conclusions from this table concerning differences between member states should be interpreted with care. These results are 
based on relatively small groups of farms (although more than 25 farms), which are not necessarily representative for the whole 
country. More work on harmonisation of indicators is probably needed to substantiate conclusions that could reset policies. What 
the table does make clear is that data on indicators for new policy topics can be collected and potentially provide interesting 
material to monitor aspects of the Common Agricultural Policy. 

Policy analysis on environmental issues 

The full potential of using the FADN for policy analysis in the area of environmental issues, can be shown by using the FLINT 
methodology on data from two countries that have already gathered some of the sustainability data for a longer time in their 
national FADN. A study was carried out that uses national extensions of the EU Farm Accountancy Data Network to derive 
nationally representative nitrogen use efficiency indicators for specialist dairy farms in the Republic of Ireland and the Netherlands 
between 2006 and 2014 (see figure 2.1). Details are reported in Buckley et al. (2017). These countries are of particular interest as 
dairy production is an important sector in both countries and milk production has grown in these two Member States following 
the removal of the EU milk quota regime in 2015. Results indicate relatively similar N balances per hectare across both countries 
with the Netherlands returning significantly higher N use efficiency and lower N surplus per kg of milk solids produced. Over time 
there are improvements in nutrient use across both countries, due to efficiency gains. The analysis also highlights differences 
between a grazing system and a more high input orientated system that illustrates the need for the development of a life-cycle 
analysis approach to fully capture the full-scale environmental efficiency of differing systems of milk production. 

 

Figure 2.1. Nitrogen balance in kg/ha and nitrogen surplus per tonne of milk solids for the Republic of Ireland and the Netherlands 
(source: Buckley et al., 2017) 

Another example of a policy analysis is the greening measures in the CAP for grassland. ‘Greening’ measures were introduced as 
part of the 2013 CAP reforms to promote environmentally beneficial farming practices. In particular, permanent grassland must be 
maintained, in the expectation that it will provide carbon sequestration and benefit local biodiversity. However, there is little 
relevant data beyond the areas currently managed as permanent pasture, despite important differences in the states of permanent 
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grassland. In the FLINT project, a set of novel indicators was developed to address this information gap. These include the 
proportion of permanent grassland that is managed intensively or extensively (> or <50 kg N/ha per year respectively), the 
proportion of permanent grassland managed extensively (and with designated nature protection), and the total farm area covered 
by semi-natural habitats. The results show considerable variation in the way permanent grassland is managed between countries 
and between systems. Figure 2.2 shows that permanent grassland in the FLINT sample is not only farmed by dairy and beef or 
mixed farms.  

 

Figure 2.2. Percentage of farms from the FLINT sample containing permanent grassland, including distribution across different 
farm types (source: Lynch et al., 2016) 

The proportion of permanent grassland which was managed intensively (>50 kg ha-1 per annum of nitrogen fertiliser, indicator 
E.1.1) varied significantly between countries, according to the dominant types of agriculture in the farms surveyed. In Ireland, most 
of the sample consisted of intensive grazing livestock farms, compared with, for example, Hungary, where many arable farms 
contained areas of permanent grassland, but livestock production was not a major farm output, and they were not highly stocked 
or intensively managed. The permanent grassland based indicator, E.1.3, is the proportion of permanent grassland managed 
extensively which also has some form of nature protection. The values for this indicator are quite low for most countries, with only 
Hungary showing a significant proportion of grassland with designated natural habitat protection. It is likely that these values 
reflect the choice of farms and selection strategy for the sample. This result could be explored further in future work, with member 
state specific nature designations likely driving these differences, either in terms of the habitats which are covered by legislation, 
and/or the economic incentives for farmers to maintain or create these habitats (see Lynch et al., 2016). 

Policy evaluation on risk, farm entrance and the use of advisory services 

Another topic that is very relevant in the current discussions on the (future of the) CAP is the role of the government in risk 
management of farmers. Given the increased attention to risk management in the Common Agricultural Policy, it is important to 
monitor and evaluate the adoption rates and their determinants over time.  

Table 2.3: Insurance adoption (%) and number of observations (n) per Member State (i.e., coverage for crop, livestock, building and 
occupational accident) (source: van Asseldonk, 2016) 

Member 
State 

Crop insurance Livestock insurance Building insurance Occupational accident 
insurance 

 Adoption (%) n Adoption (%) N Adoption (%) n Adoption (%) n 
Finland 0 50 90 49 100 50 96 50 
Germany 61 52 51 35 88 52 77 52 
Greece 90 124 93 30 0 124 100 124 
Hungary 34 102 11 64 39 102 13 102 
Ireland 0 64 11 64 86 50 56 64 
Netherlands 35 155 56 82 95 155 55 155 
Poland 41 146 9 87 97 146 82 146 
Spain 50 128 95 69 54 128 64 128 

FLINT data (for more analysis, see Van Asseldonk et al., 2016) confirms that adoption rates of risk management instruments such 
as insurance contracts, price contracts, off-farm income, other risk reduction measures and other gainful activities vary significantly 
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across EU member states and farming types (Tables 2.3 and 2.4). Econometric analysis indicates that larger farms adopted more 
often crop insurance, occupational accident insurance, price contracts and diversification but were less likely to adopt credit 
avoidance and off-farm employment (at a significance level of 1%).  

Table 2.4. Adoption of some other risk management strategies (%) and number of observations (n) per Member State. (source: van 
Asseldonk, 2016) 

Member 
State 

Divers-
ification 

On-farm 
proces-
sing/ 
sales 

Off-farm 
invest-
ment 

Credit 
avoid-
ance 

Hed-
ging 

Finan-
cial 
reser-ves 

Off-farm 
employ-
ment 

Other 
gainful 
activities 

n 

Finland 40 18 26 66 4 36 44 32 50 
Germany 54 17 19 46 0 64 60 64 52 
Greece 90 18 2 69 0 68 23 13 124 
Hungary 38 8 6 40 4 38 43 16 102 
Ireland 30 0 14 53 3 50 53 2 64 
Netherlands 33 10 8 16 2 14 51 46 155 
Poland 62 7 2 45 3 40 26 14 146 
Spain 28 13 2 59 0 9 23 12 128 

Another very relevant policy topic is the fact that the farming age profile for many European countries is rapidly rising and EU 
programmes such as the Young Farmer Scheme aim to redress this balance. Descriptive results of the FADN and FLINT data (see 
Brennan et al., 2016) confirm the issue of an aging farming population, with mean farmer’s ages of between 43 and 55, and 
highlight that 96% of farmers sampled would not qualify for the Young Farmers Scheme. An analysis on the Irish data suggests a 
significant relationship between indicators of economic, environmental and social sustainability and the age of the farmer. For 
each additional year of farmer age, declines can be seen in output per hectare, gross margin per hectare, family farm income and 
farm viability. As the farmer ages, declines can be seen in environmental impacts as well. This is likely to be due to the fact that 
younger farmers farm more intensive, and as a result they have a greater GHG output per ha than their less intensive counterparts 
and it is probable that due to increased efficiencies their GHG emission per kg of output is lower than that of older farmers. 
Younger farmers appear to be more socially sustainable. Older farmers are more likely to live in a vulnerable household and live in 
isolation and are less likely to have attained agricultural education. The data also suggest that the age at which the farmer 
becomes the decision maker matters in terms of viability and household sustainability. The older the farmer is when he/she 
establishes themselves as a decision maker, it is less likely that the farm will be sustainable and the more likely they are to live in a 
vulnerable household: successful farmers start relatively young and have time to build up their enterprise. Such results highlight 
the importance of programmes such as the Young Farmer Scheme.  

The last topic we use as an example for the usefulness of sustainability data, is the use of advisory services by farmers. This is 
relevant not only because it can be subsidised in the rural development programme of the CAP, but it also plays a role in more 
bottom-up innovation processes. With FLINT data it is possible to investigate the use of extension services by farm households; 
exploring the type of extension service engaged with; the degree of engagement; and the type of information sought. In countries 
such as Ireland, Spain and Poland, public extension services provide the most frequent interaction with farming households; 
whereas in the Netherlands, Greece, Finland and Hungary private advisory services are most commonly used. This represents the 
different institutional (and policy) frameworks across Europe for agricultural knowledge and innovation systems (Figure 2.3). 

 

Figure 2.3: Mean number of engagements in 2015 with each advisory service per country (source: Brennan et al. 2016) 

Results of our analysis (see Brennan et al., 2016) indicate that the extent to which households engage with extension services has 
implications for the sustainability at the farm-level. An analysis with the data for Ireland (using 872 farms from the national FADN) 
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indicates that participation in extension programmes has a positive impact on economic indicators, with all suggesting positive 
outcomes. Family farm income in particular is significant, with those who participate in extension programmes experiencing on 
average 6,469 euros in additional farm income per labour unit (Table 2.5). The environmental indicators suggest that those who 
participate in extension programmes have the poorest performance in terms of greenhouse gas emissions and risk of loss of 
nutrients to water (nitrogen per ha), though this result is statistically insignificant. The results for the social indicators signify that 
those who participate in extension schemes are less likely to suffer from household vulnerability and isolation (though these 
results are statistically insignificant) and more likely to have undertaken agricultural training. On average, farmers who participate 
in extension schemes work 88.5 more hours per annum than those who do not.  

Table 2.5: Irish FADN extension coefficients for each regression with sustainability indicator as the dependent variable (source: 
Brennan et al., 2016) 

Theme Indicator Extension SE R-squared Observations 
Economic Output per ha 129.1** 55.41 0.634 872 
 Gross margin per ha 79.16** 33.33 0.649 872 
 Family farm income per labour unit 6,469*** 1872.00 0.295 872 
 Viability  0.058* 0.034 0.268 872 
 Market orientation 0.0155** 0.01 0.608 872 
Environmental GHG per ha 0.141 0.13 0.65 872 
 Nitrogen per ha 5.24 3.56 0.552 872 
Social Household vulnerability  -0.053 0.04 0.139 872 
 Agricultural training 0.080** 0.03 0.189 872 
 Isolation  -0.000 0.03 0.037 872 
 Hours worked 88.51* 50.37 0.228 871 

 

Latruffe et al. (2016) assessed the trade-offs between economic, environmental and social sustainability using a variety of 
indicators. Within each type of farming, farms were statistically grouped into clusters of different economic sustainability based on 
several economic indicators available in FADN (such as output, costs, farm value added). The environmental sustainability (in terms 
of GHG, N balance and EFA) and social sustainability (in terms of farmers' quality of life, stress and social engagement) were then 
compared across clusters. Finally, the characteristics of the best performing clusters were identified. Results indicate that there are 
trade-offs between economic sustainability and environmental sustainability, as well as within environmental sustainability 
(depending on the indicators), in the sense that indicators are positively correlated for some farm types and negatively for others. 
By contrast, no trade-offs were identified between economic performance and social performance defined by the three above-
mentioned indicators. High social sustainability is either not related significantly to high economic performance or is related to it 
in a positive way. 

These examples show that having data on individual farms that describe environmental, economic and social indicators is very 
important to investigate relations and trade-offs. It is not just having data on risk management, or young farmers or 
environmental performance that is interesting for monitoring and policy evaluation. In that case different samples on different 
topics could be set up, although that would not necessarily be very efficient (but it would distribute the higher administrative 
burden among farmers). Most important for understanding the management and behaviour of farmers in policy analysis is to have 
information on all relevant aspects. We come back to that in Section 2.4, but first discuss which data could be useful for future 
policy monitoring and analysis. 

2.3  Set of indicators needed 
The examples in the previous section show that it is beneficial for policy evaluation to have access to more data on the micro level 
to monitor in detail what is happening on the farm. As these are examples, the FLINT project has analysed in more detail which 
indicators are needed. The theoretical framework for proposing the final list of indicators is based on the components of an 
agricultural information system (Figure 2.4). 

To define the final set of indicators needed, the four elements of the information system have been considered: 

A. Concepts and themes (dimensions, areas, and themes) that have been selected according to policy priorities, literature 
reviews, stakeholders’ perception and discussed along the project. 

B. Experiences in measurement and the output data obtained (of variables) have been evaluated. The result is a list of 
variables which could be collected with at least a minimum level of quality? 

C. The specification of the analytical framework has taken place through literature reviews and discussions about indicators. 
Evaluation of the analysis and interpretation of indicators has been conducted. The result is the selection of indicators by 
theme to be calculated and reported. 
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D. Interpretation and analysis has also been conducted to test if better information for decision makers is generated (case 
studies). Some examples of this were described in the previous section of this report. 

 

 

Figure 2.4. An Agricultural Information System Concept and elements to consider in the selection of FLINT final set of indicators 
needed; Source: Adapted from Bonnen (1975). 

The working process of defining the set of indicators can be described as a suite of defining and selecting concepts, indicators, 
variables and measurement instruments. Several steps were taken to define the FLINT set of indicators (Figure 2.5). The first list 
(‘Warsaw list’) was the result of the analysis of the policy priorities (see Section 2.1 above), analysis of information gaps and a 
comprehensive literature review of sustainability farm level indicators. Experiences from member states that already collect 
sustainability indicators were also reviewed. The list was structured according to the three sustainability dimensions: environment, 
social and economics. This ‘ideal’ list was reduced to a list of indicators with the most essential indicators for policy analysis, taking 
also into account the feasibility of data collection. This list of indicators describes 33 topics, grouped in 11 themes (‘D2.3 List’, 
Table 2.6). The list has been translated into a manual for data collection (‘the FLINT Farm Return’).  

 

Figure 2.5 Steps taken to define the FLINT set of indicators (source: authors own compilation) 

A. Dimensions, areas and themes 

B. Variables (FLINT Farm Return) 

C. Indicators (List of indicators by themes) 

D. Case studies 
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Table 2.6. FLINT set of indicators  

 Area Themes 

En
vi

ro
nm

en
ta

l 

1. Land Management E1: Greening: permanent grassland 
E2: Greening: Ecological Focus Areas 
E3: Semi-natural farmland areas 
EI5: Land fragmentation (Efficiency field parcel) 

2 Soil E6: Soil organic matter in arable land 
E11: Farm management to reduce soil erosion 

3 Pesticides E4: Pesticide usage (pesticide risk score) 
4 Nutrient Balance E5: Nutrient balance (N, P) 

E10: Farm management to reduce nitrate leaching 
E12: Use of legumes 

5 Energy E7 : Indirect energy usage 
E8 : Direct energy usage 
E9: On-farm renewable energy production 

6 GHG Emissions E13 GHG Emission per ha 
E14 GHG emissions per product 
E15: Carbon sequestering land uses 

7 Water E16: Water usage and storage 
E17: Irrigation practices 

8 Biodiversity E18 Crop species diversity 

So
ci

al
 

1 Information and Knowledge S1 : Advisory services 
S2 : Education and training 
S3: Ownership management 

2. Community engagement? S4: Social engagement/participation 
S7: Social diversification: image of farmers/agriculture in 
local communities  

3. Working Conditions  S5: Employment and working conditions 
4 Quality of Life S6: Quality of life/decision making 

Ec
on

om
ic

 

1 Market access? EI2: Producing under a label or brand 
EI3: Types of market outlet 

2 Risk Reduction EI7: Insurance 
EI8: Share of output under contract with fixed price delivery 
contracts 
EI9: Non-agricultural activities 

In
no

va
tio

n 

1 Innovation EI1: Innovation 
EI6 : Modernisation of the farm investment 

2.4 Integrated data collection needed 
The examples in section 2.2 show that it is beneficial for policy evaluation to have access to more data on the micro level to 
monitor what is happening on the farm, with a full list of the desired indicators discussed in the previous section. The problem is 
that those data are not available, at least not in an integrated form. For the examples in section 2.2 they have exclusively been 
collected by the FLINT project, with the addition of some FADN data that are only nationally available.  

The FLINT project therefore addressed the question whether there is a need to collect all relevant data from the same farms, or 
whether the policy evaluation could be based on alternative data sources. One alternative is to infer some of the data needed 
from current available data. For instance the amount of money paid for fertilisers, as documented in the FADN, could be used as 
an estimation for the quantity of fertilisers (by using price statistics to convert monetary values to quantities) and this as a proxy 
for the environmental pressure of the farm system. That would essentially mean that no new data has to be collected, but new 
data (interpretations) can be derived from existing ones. Another alternative is to combine data collected from different farms, e.g. 
environmental data collected on one farm and financial data on another farm. The advantages of such a solution are that some of 
this data is already available (e.g. Eurostat statistics and FADN) or - when this is not the case - that the administrative burden of 
collecting such data could be spread over different farms (but probably lead to higher costs of data collection). 
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Policy-makers have to evaluate the trade-offs between different policy objectives, e.g. farm income, different environmental 
impacts and food security (production levels). With policy measures they try to influence the decision of a farmer in such a way 
that the outcome of the decision would be different from a situation without a policy. In policy evaluations, researchers try to 
compare these two situations: with and without a policy, in order to estimate the effectiveness of a policy (and the money spent 
on it). This asks for detailed data on the behaviour of the farmer and how his/her decision affects the policy objectives. It means 
that policy researchers are more interested in those relationships between policy, management and the exact relation between 
inputs, outputs and income, than in the statistical data on use of inputs or of income as such. 

The FLINT project tried to assess the need of having the data collected on one farm, compared to estimating the data by imputing 
data from other sources or assuming that financial data is a good estimator for volume data. For this purpose a number of policy 
analyses was not only carried out with the integrated data collected in FLINT (the baseline of this comparison) but also with data 
that were imputed from other farms where FLINT collected data (to mimic the situation that incomplete data are gathered on 
different farms and then combined) and on the current available data from FADN. 

A first example is related to data on land fragmentation (for details of this analysis see: Saint-Cyr, Latruffe and Piet, 2016). Land 
fragmentation (LF) of the field pattern is a structural characteristic of holdings which has to be taken into account when 
investigating the drivers of farm performance. Difference in LF may be a source of difference in productivity or efficiency among 
farms which may appear as equivalent on other grounds. Not taking LF into account would lead to spuriously attribute its impact 
either to the farmers’ ability or to other variables of interest such as public support. However, it has been difficult so far to 
precisely assess this relationship on a large scale because there does not exist to date a single database which would allow to 
measure, at the same time and for the same farm, both performance and fragmentation indicators at the individual level. Latruffe 
and Piet (2014) combined accountancy data with data from the Land Parcel Identification Systems (LPIS), enforced by the 
European Council Regulation No 1593/2000. As, due to confidentiality reasons, farms are not recorded with the same identifier in 
both databases, the authors had to use the assumption that the land fragmentation of a farm is positively correlated with that of 
the municipality where it is located. The FLINT data with a small set of LF-related variables (surveyed in the FLINT project) may 
look simplified with respect to the precise information of the LPIS, but together with the information regarding the farm’s UAA 
already available in FADN, they nonetheless allow deriving effective LF indicators and make a comparison over member states 
possible (the LPIS is not harmonised over member states).  

The exploratory exercise shows that (1) a wide variety of situations with respect to farm LF across EU member states and farming 
types exists; (2) LF seems to be only loosely related to working conditions and quality of life indicators for the studied sample and 
(3) taking LF into account does change the results obtained when analysing the links between agricultural subsidies and farm 
technical, economic and environmental performance. When subsidies are considered as a whole, most of their impact seems to 
come from the interaction with the average distance of farm plots, an effect which is not captured when LF is not taken into 
account. This seems to be also true as far as decoupled payments are concerned while the impacts of other types of subsidies 
appear to be more direct, i.e., disconnected from the level of LF. In this analysis it was also investigated if imputing data to replace 
missing values in a larger sample constitute an improvement. Results show otherwise, as imputation often leads to degrading the 
explanatory power of the model and blur the results regarding the relationships between the dependent variable and the chosen 
covariates. This strongly advocates for gathering data as exhaustively and precisely for the same farms and at the same time. 

A second example in which we investigated the added value of all data gathered on one farm above a policy analysis with 
imputed data or a smaller data set, deals with technical efficiency, environmental outputs and the role of subsidies (for more 
details, see Latruffe et al., 2016). Farm technical efficiency is a global productivity indicator in the sense that it considers all outputs 
produced and all inputs used by the farms. The Common Agricultural Policy (CAP) aims at promoting farm competitiveness, and 
hence a legitimate question is whether the CAP subsidies received by farms contribute to enhance their technical efficiency. 
Studies investigating the effect of subsidies on technical efficiency so far have considered only marketed outputs, that is to say, 
food (and fibre and feed) sold and generating revenue. Non-marketed outputs such as environmental and social outputs are not 
considered, as such data are not recorded in the FADN. With FLINT data it is possible to incorporate environmental outputs in the 
calculation of technical efficiency and analyse the effect of CAP subsidies on technical efficiency. Three environmental outputs 
have been considered: greenhouse gas emissions, nitrogen balance and Ecological Focus areas. 

The results show that the effect of subsidies on farms’ technical efficiency changes when environmental outputs are taken into 
account in the efficiency calculation. Some effects that are not significant on the classic technical efficiency (i.e. without 
environmental outputs) become significantly negative or positive effects when environmental outputs are accounted for; some 
effects that are significantly negative or positive on the classic technical efficiency become non-significant effects when 
environmental outputs are accounted for; some effects that are significantly negative on the classic technical efficiency become 
significant positive effects when environmental outputs are accounted for. Some of these changes in effects’ signs and significance 
are also observed when using data-sets with imputed data (where missing data have been imputed by the means) and with 
reduced data (where one farm was full removed from all efficiency calculations as soon as it had missing information on some 
input or some output). Hence, the treatment for missing data may bring changes in conclusions and policy recommendations, and 
the sample considered for policy evaluation should be well thought when environmental outputs are collected.  
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In summary, results indicate that the effect of subsidies on farm technical efficiency changes when environmental outputs (namely 
greenhouse gas emissions, nitrogen balance and ecological focus areas) are taken into account in the efficiency calculation. 
Accounting for environmental outputs may thus change policy recommendations, and it is important to account for such outputs 
so that farms producing such outputs are not penalised in the calculation of technical efficiency. Evaluations of policies that aim to 
improve efficiency should therefore be based on a full set of data in relation to the management decisions of the farmer.   

2.5 Conclusions 
In this chapter we have analysed the developments in the Common Agricultural Policy and related policies (via cross-compliance 
or otherwise) and can conclude that there are many new topics that require micro-data for monitoring and evaluating the 
effectiveness and efficiency of the policies. As shown by a number of examples in which we used the new data that we collected, 
there is a need to have data describing different aspects of environmental, economic and social sustainability on the same farm. 
This is because policies target farm management that affect these aspects and its trade-offs or jointness. We showed that 
imputation methods can be useful, but they are less precise and hence best of all the data is gathered on the same farms.  We 
have defined new indicators for 11 new policy topics, split into 33 indicator themes. The next chapter investigates the feasibility of 
collecting these data.  

3 FEASIBILITY OF DATA COLLECTION 
Given the need for the data discussed in Chapter 2, this chapter focuses on the feasibility to collect this data. We first look which 
data is already available at farm level, given the administration that farmers have for their management, for tax accounting and for 
compliance auditing in private certification schemes for food safety and environmental claims. We then describe the data 
collection that the FLINT project carried out on more than 1,000 farms in 9 European countries. Subsequently our experiences in 
data collection are reported, in which special attention is paid to the views of the participating farmers and the data collectors. 
Next our experiences in data management are described and we end with a conclusion on the feasibility. 

3.1  Availability of data at farm level 
As in many other contexts, sustainability has become a general principle for the assessment of agricultural activity. At national 
level administrations have already recognised the importance of growing needs of reliable data on economic, social and 
environmental dimensions of sustainability. In the past few years, efforts have been made to improve the volume, range and 
quality of data collection on farm level but most of these concentrate either on only one dimension (often the environmental 
dimension) or specific themes within a dimension, for instance greenhouse gas emissions or biodiversity within the environmental 
dimension (Binder et al., 2010; Bockstaller et al., 2006; Meier et al., 2015). The coverage of all these attempts (due to the small 
sample size) was not satisfactory enough and did not make it possible for decision makers to use these information as an input for 
the design of sound and well-established policy measures. 

Some of the data collected within the framework of FLINT project are already available at national level. For national purposes 
farm accountancy data networks have been improved and adapted to suit the changing needs of national users. Six out of nine of 
the member states involved in the FLINT project indicated that data related to agricultural machinery and building, livestock and 
crop production were already available and four out of nine FLINT partners collected information on manure, slurry and energy 
consumption previously (Table 3.1). For sensitive and subjective topics such as working conditions and quality of life no data 
sources were available. There are differences between farms in the types of data that are available at farm level. Farmers with 
management software, tax accounting obligations or sales under certification schemes such as GlobalG.A.P. or Organic farming 
have large amounts of data available. Other farmers are not involved in such systems. 

Also the agri-food sector responds to these new needs. The UN Global Compact principles and the Sustainable Development 
Goals highlight directions to pursue on sustainable development that relate to, among others, food security, resource efficiency 
and environmental impacts in agriculture (Griggs et al., 2013). Food and beverages processing companies often express their 
commitment to improve on these internationally-recognised goals and principles in their corporate social responsibility report. 
Reporting guidelines set by organisations such as the Global Reporting Initiative provide direction to what indicators could be 
included, and which data are needed to report against these indicators (Vigneau et al., 2015). Another example where there is a 
farm-level data need is for certifications schemes such as Global G.A.P. or the Irish Bord Bia Quality Assurance Schemes. Data 
assembling is often in place, or linked with farm management systems. Alongside standards and certifications that are being 
developed to measure sustainability performance, there are also sector-based initiatives that pursue alignment across initiatives 
such as the Sustainable Agriculture Initiative (SAI) Platform. The SAI Platform works on tools and guidance that enhances the 
support of both global and local sustainable practices and sourcing. Another more sector-specific example is the Dairy 
Sustainability Framework (DSF). The DSF is a programme from the Global Dairy Agenda for Action (GDAA) that aims for aligning 
and connecting sustainability initiatives in the dairy supply chain. 
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Table 3.1: Share of existing data available(source: online survey) 

 

At a national level, there are several initiatives to develop empirical indicator frameworks which are directly linked to data 
collection to capture the sustainability performance of farms at farm level (Boone and Dolman, 2010; Dillon et al., 2010; Platteau et 
al., 2014). Although these initiatives are successful in measuring (certain aspects) of farm-level sustainability, a current limitation is 
that the measurement and data collection are not harmonised among countries. This lack of harmonisation and especially the fact 
that this information is only available for a limited set of countries hampers its use in EU policy evaluation. 

3.2 Data collection in the FLINT project 
Due to the agricultural sector specificities, developing and implementing an integrated data collection which is harmonised in the 
EU remains a major challenge. Whilst the world increasingly relies on the creative economy to drive sustainable growth, EU-wide 
statistics provide an incomplete picture of sustainability. This makes it difficult to consider appropriate policies (European 
Commission, 2012). To provide an assessment of the feasibility of collecting farm level data for the selected indicators, the existing 
FADN data infrastructure was used. The responsibility for FADN data collection rests with the Liaison Agencies, often together with 
agricultural research institutes. These either employ their own staff to visit the sample farms and to collect the data, or they 
contract this work out to accountants, universities, farmers' cooperatives or other organisations. This implies that there are 
differences between countries how the roles of liaison agency, national FADN management and on-farm data collection are 
allocated to organisations. The organisation of FADN data collection in the member states involved in the FLINT project is given in 
Table 3.2. The member states use different methods to collect data for FADN, covering a spectrum that ranges from, at one end, 
those that make use of existing tax and other administrative data, through those that draw information from existing farm 
accounts in various ways, to at the other extreme where data are collected by farm visits (Agra CEAS Consulting 2007, Hill 2012). A 
similar variation can be found among the FLINT partners, more or less representative for all 28 member states of the EU. 

Table 3.2.: Organisation of FADN data collection for countries in the FLINT project 

Country Liaison agency (FADN) How are the data collected (FADN)? 

France Ministry of Agriculture Partly by Regional LAO employees, partly by private firms 
Ireland Research Institute Partly by LAO employees 
Spain Ministry of Agriculture Partly by Regional LAO employees, partly by private firms 
Poland Research Institute By accountancy offices which are agricultural advisory centres and legal entities of 

the NUTS 2 (voivodship) local governments 
Greece Ministry of Agriculture By state employees at the Prefectures, belonging to the Ministry of Interior 
Germany Ministry of Agriculture Partly by Regional LAO employees, partly by private firms 
Hungary Research Institute Outsourced to private firms (with more or less data treatment and controls at LAO 

level) 
Netherlands Research Institute Partly by LAO employees, partly by private firms 
Finland Research Institute Outsourced to private firms (with more or less data treatment and controls at LAO 

level) 

Note: LAO = Liaison Agency Office; Source: EU DG-AGRI FADN Committee RICC 1605 

 

Theme / indicators 

Share of 
already 
existing 
data 

Share of 
personal 
interview 
needed 

 

 
 
 
Theme / indicators 

Share of 
already 
existing 
data 

Share of 
personal 
interview 
needed 

Information and Knowledge    Marketing contracts   

Quality Of Life    Risk reduction   

Innovation    Pesticide usage   

Machinery and buildings    Livestock (quantity)   

Label    Crops (quantity)   

Market outlet    Purchased feedingstuff   

Greening    Purchased seed   

Nitrate leaching reduction    Manure   

Soil erosion    Slurry   

Land fragmentation    Energy   

Soil organic matter    Water   

Insurance     
 

0%   100% 
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Depending on the consortium partner's legal status and relationship with the Liaison Agency of the given country, the data 
collection methodologies that were applied by the member states for FLINT can be separated into two main types (figure 3.1). In 
case of Ireland, Poland, Finland, Hungary and the Netherlands Liaison Agencies and/or other bodies responsible for completing 
the FADN Farm return were involved in the FLINT data collection. In this case the FLINT data collection procedure followed the 
protocol as in general for the FADN within the framework of a separate agreement. In case of Greece, France, Germany and Spain 
the FLINT data collection was separate from FADN data collection.  

Figure 3.1: FLINT data collection 

                

 

The data collection methods were pretested to identify potential problems with the survey items as well as the data collection 
protocols. The pre-test involved data collection from a small number of farmers. Based on the feedback from data-collectors and 
farmers, the FLINT farm return was improved, definitions and explanations were clarified. More than 1,000 pilot farms were 
selected. In the determination of the selection plan the size, the type of the farm, certain policy objectives (Nature 2000 and High 
Nature value areas) and the different administrative environment of the member states were also taken into account. The number 
of sample farms and the year of data collection by member states can be seen in Table 3.3.  

Table 3.3.: Sample size (according to selection plan) and the year of data collection 

 FRA IRE ESP POL ELL DEU HUN NED FIN 

Sample farms for FLINT 150 65 165 140 110 95 100 150 50 

Accounting year 2014 2015 2015 2015 2015 2014/2015* 2015 2015 2015 

*(from 1 July to 30 June); Source: Online survey 

The Community FADN Farm Return covers a period of twelve consecutive months. Member states have accounting years starting 
on different dates. In Germany the accounting year runs from 1 July to 30 June and the FLINT data collection follows the same 
period of time. In France, FADN data referring to accounting year 2014 were available for the French consortium partner (INRA) 
therefore FLINT data relate to this period, as well. 

The data collection covered 33 topics in 11 themes. The indicators were translated into raw data items that could be taken from 
invoices and other paper worked or could be collected during a farm visit. This led to 1,060 new data items to be collected overall, 
which means approximately 300-400 new data items per farm. A document was prepared with definitions of each of the variables. 
In line with the FADN Farm Return, this document was called the FLINT Farm Return. For practical reasons the required data were 
rearranged into ten tables and structured and described according to the EU FADN standards. This way the data collection could 
be better integrated in the national FADN systems and more important it allowed the use of the current data checking 
infrastructure (RICA-1) of DG Agri to check the FLINT data. FLINT data were crosschecked with FADN data at farm level to enhance 
data quality. 

Data were collected and recorded by trained data collectors, except in Germany where due to the special administrative 
circumstances data were self-reported by farmers (with assistance provided by researchers). In France the data collection was 
made by agricultural students, and in the rest of the countries it was made by farm advisors and accountancy offices (Table 3.4). 
Where data collection was made by experienced data collectors the training of data collectors took less time than for example in 
France where agricultural students were involved without experience in data collection.  
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Table 3.4: Data collection in the FLINT project; Source: own compilation 

Country Number of farms Integration 
with FADN 

Data collected by Methods of data collection 

Selection 
plan 

Data 
collected 

Type 1: own staff data collection 

Greece 110 124 Separate Researchers Farm visit 

Ireland 65 64 Integrated FADN data collectors Farm visit 

Netherlands 150 155 Integrated FADN Data collectors Other sources and farm visit 

Poland 140 146 Integrated FADN data collectors (farm 
advisors) 

Farm visit and other sources 

Spain 165 165 Separate FADN Advisors and FADN 
accounting office 

Farm visit and other sources 

Type 2: Outsourced data collection 

 Type 2a: Ministry supervision (regular FADN in FLINT by research Institute) 

France 150 297 Separate Students Farm visit 

Germany 95 52 Separate Researchers Mail questionnaire 

 Type 2b: Research institute supervision 

Finland 50 49 Integrated FADN Accounting offices Farm visit 

Hungary 100 102 Integrated FADN Accounting offices Farm visit 

FLINT data was collected in different ways. Some of the partners integrated the data collection in their normal processes and tools. 
A wide range of tools is used by agricultural agencies in Europe to collect and store information at farm level (e.g. the information 
on invoices, the use of Electronic Data Interchange messages etc.). A common data collection tool (based on Excel to avoid 
internet constraints) was developed in FLINT for the partners who could not easily adapt their own data collection software. The 
data was transferred from the spreadsheets or databases to the central database of the project. 

3.3  Experiences in data collection 
In general, the FLINT project showed positive experiences of collecting sustainability data, furthermore the project showed that 
farmers are willing to make the data available. Nevertheless the FLINT project was challenged by some difficulties and learnt 
valuable lessons for future continuation of such data gathering. A major challenge for the project was to organise the data 
collection in those cases where the FLINT consortium partner was not the Liaison Agency, or where the FADN data are retrieved by 
the Liaison Agency from commercial tax accounting offices. The FLINT project was partly designed to investigate such problems 
and to overcome them.  

All the Liaison Agencies had a positive attitude to the FLINT project and provided assistance for recruiting farms and transmitting 
FADN data. Nevertheless some legal problems were encountered. In Germany, the addresses of FADN farms are only known by 
the private book-keeping offices. As a supportive action the Ministries from the three Bundesländer involved in FLINT encouraged 
selected bookkeeping offices to distribute letters to farmers in which the farmers were invited to contact the consortium partner 
ZALF if they were interested in participating in the FLINT survey.  

In France the Liaison Agency was able to provide the FLINT team of INRA with the contact details of FADN farmers, and this made 
it possible to organise a FLINT data collection process by sending students to the farms for data collection. This made it possible 
to test a solution where collection of FLINT data is not done by the staff or commercial accountants that normally visit the farm for 
data gathering, but via an additional, separate process. Another problem occurring in France is data protection. Due to the 
separate data collection in France, the project resulted in two databases with individual data: an FADN database and a FLINT 
database. Legal arrangements (with the French Data Protection Authority, governing data matching and data exchanges) had to 
be made to link the data, but also to transfer them to RICA(1) infrastructure for data testing and to the other FLINT partners for 
analysis.  

The experience of data collectors was monitored throughout the data collection period. Based on their feedback, data availability 
was assessed for the nine member states with a five-point Likert scale with categories 1 ‘poor’ to 5 ‘excellent’. The Likert scale of 
data availability was analysed (Figure 3.2). This feedback, from the data collectors in different administrative environments in nine 
member states shows that the data availability was the most problematic in case of data referring to Water and Land 
Management. Data collectors faced many difficulties in gathering information about the source and the usage of water. Six out of 
9  member states involved in the FLINT project indicated that the data availability in case of Land Management is not satisfactory. 
Questions connected to greening (Ecological Focus Area), nitrate leaching reduction and soil erosion were not easy for farmers 
and this fact significantly influenced the data availability as well. For example, in some countries, the EFA categories used in FLINT 
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differed from the EFA categories farmers use in their direct payments application forms. In other cases, for example pesticide 
usage, the results show large national differences. Where the data have been already collected for national purposes 
(Netherlands), the information requested was completely achievable. But in other cases (Greece, Finland, Hungary) the calculation 
of pesticide usage from parcel level sprayings to total amounts was experienced as difficult and data collection required extra 
effort, while in Germany the experiences were good. 

 

Figure 3.2: Assessment of data availability at the farm; Source: Online survey of data collectors 

Data collectors gave feedback on the feasibility of the survey. Questions referred to the following: feasibility, complexity, data 
quality, structure of the tables, accuracy and comprehensibility of wording. For the assessment of the feasibility of the FLINT data 
collection, a five-point Likert scale was used with categories 1 (‘poor’) to 5 (‘excellent’). Item responses were aggregated and a 
score for the group of items was created (Figure 3.3). It can be concluded from the responses that the most problematic points 
with regard to feasibility were Land management and Innovation. The question about soil erosion was very difficult to understand 
by many farmers and in most cases it was also very difficult to estimate the area associated with erosion risk. National distinctions 
made the determination of permanent grassland difficult; for instance there is no ‘natural’ permanent grassland in Finland. In 6 out 
of 9 of the member states there are doubts concerning the data quality of information on land management, because the 
definitions and descriptions were hard to interpret by the farmers and therefore the data collection is based on rough estimations. 
At the time of data collection the farmers were still not familiar with the definition of Ecological Focus Area, which makes the level 
of uncertainty higher. Another problem in France and Germany was that the FLINT land management data information could not 
be cross-checked with area figures from FADN during data collection, because the FADN data was provided after the FLINT 
collection had been carried out. Also, there was a mismatch between the year the EFA area referred to (calendar year 2015) and 
the year of the FADN data in these two countries (2014/15). Despite these difficulties, the overall feasibility was found to be good. 

 

Figure 3.3: Feasibility of data collection; Source: Online survey 
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Cost of data collection 

Collecting FLINT data in national farm accounts surveys will require adjustments in the systems. While the costs of adaptation will 
be specific to each Member State, some general principles are evident. Although extending the collection of any type of data to 
the member states that do not currently collect it would incur costs, these would be marginal to the basic data collection 
infrastructure already in place (Bradly and Hill, 2015). During FLINT data collection, consortium partners had to face initial costs 
(such as training of data collectors, developing and installing IT infrastructure, etc.), which occur only in the first year and will 
incorporate into general FADN data collection costs if the European Commission decides to turn the pilot network to an 
operational EU-wide system.  

To determine the additional cost of FLINT data collection, consortium partners and data collectors were asked to provide input in 
the online questionnaire. The survey covered the time required for the data collection by type of farming, the incentive scheme 
used to gain the data from the farmers and a cost estimation. Based on the responses there was no special incentive in eight out 
of nine member states to persuade the farmers to take part in the FLINT project. Where data collection was made by FADN data 
collectors (Finland, Netherland, Hungary, Spain) good relationship between data collectors and farmers encouraged participation. 
Farmers were informed about the aim of the data collection and they will get a report at the end of the project. German farms 
received a financial incentive (150-500 euros per farm) as compensation for the time and effort needed to participate in the FLINT 
survey as well as a benchmarking report based on the indicator results of the project.  All the partners gave an estimation of the 
time required for collecting the data per farm, which contains detailed information on time needed for preparatory work, farm 
visit, completion, delivery and control of the data (figure 3.4).  

 

 

Figure 3.4: Time required for data collection per farm; Source: Online survey of data collectors 

There is substantial variation among member states concerning the amount of time needed to collect the data. The results are 
influenced by the applied data collection methodology, the extent to which FLINT data was already part of the national FADN 
systems, the number of FLINT indicator themes that were collected, as well as the type and the size of a given farm. The average 
time required for data collection and data processing (including validation) is almost nine hours which vary from five to fifteen 
hours depending on the above mentioned circumstances.  

Despite the fact that FLINT data collection was based on the FADN data collection methodology, the whole data collection 
procedure had to be established from the beginning. A new farm return was implemented, data collectors had to be trained and 
new or adapted IT infrastructure was installed for data recording, validation and storage. In case of those member states (Ireland, 
Finland, Netherlands, Hungary, Poland), where the FADN data collection is flexible and the system can easily adopt changes, the 
initial set-up costs were relatively low and existing resources were more effectively used.  

The total expenditure of data collection is not directly comparable between member states. In Germany the farmers self-reported 
their data and they received 150-500 euros per farm, but the data recording into the official FLINT spreadsheet was made by 
researchers. Poland spent 100 euros per completed questionnaire, but this figure does not contain the cost of data entry. In Spain, 
Hungary and Finland on average 300 euros per Farm Return were paid for the data collection (the cost of recording included). The 
other additional costs, such as recruiting of farms, training of data collectors, validation of data, application of new IT solutions 
vary among member states, depending on the administrative environment and existing infrastructure in which FLINT data 
collection was integrated. 
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3.4 Conclusions 
The FLINT pilot project in nine countries including 1,000 farms has shown that in general it is feasible to collect this type of 
sustainability data on new policy topics. In the end the project collected data on 1,100 farms. The findings show that sustainability 
data can be collected independently of whether the data are collected by own staff or outsourced to a third party. What does 
make a difference is the relationship between the farmer and the FADN system and especially the FADN data collectors. The built-
up trust is an important factor in the willingness of farmers to share the FADN data but also the additional FLINT data. 

Problems that were encountered in the project were due the project structure and first-year effects. This includes access to farmers 
(in Germany where addresses are only available to the bodies involved in the FADN data collection), some lack of standardisation 
due to the fact that not all farm level issues were foreseen in the pre-testing, and IT-problems also due to the changes in RICA-1 
in 2015. Some problems encountered were due to the fact that it was the first year in which data were collected and for instance 
software or instructions were not yet optimal. These issues were not unexpected. As one partner from Hungary stated: it was much 
more difficult to set up the FADN in this country than to add the FLINT variables to an existing structure.  

As a few member states collect some of the FLINT data already for many years, this conclusion might be expected. However, FLINT 
has demonstrated that it is also possible to collect the data in countries such as France, Spain, Poland, Hungary, Greece and 
Germany with quite different circumstances and data collections systems. We think that this conclusion is also valid if we take in 
account that in this pilot the data collectors and farmers were in some cases selected with a potential bias and not taken randomly 
from the FADN. 

It also turned out that full harmonisation is not easy. There were some problems with some variables in some countries. In some 
countries some topics were very sensitive. For instance questions on water use were difficult in Hungary (due to a practice of 
unauthorised water pumping) and the Netherlands (some farmers were afraid of a future quota or tax). Questions on the future 
take-over of the farm were experienced as quite normal in the Netherlands but very sensitive in Ireland where they were only 
answered under four eyes.  

Using FADN to collect sustainability data provides the opportunity to make use of the existing quality mechanisms. This does not 
only concern the quality of the collected data but also the quality of the processes (Ehling and Körner, 2007). The collection of 
sustainability data benefits from existing quality processes ranging from the definition of the selection plan and the evaluation of 
the sample to work flows, instructions and training sessions for data collectors. The quality can also benefit through the strong 
linkage between the collection of environmental and social data in combination with the economic data. 

Collecting more data does increase the complexity of data collection. The step from collecting economic data to sustainability 
data might seem substantial, but analysing the data gathering reveals that the step is mainly from systematically recording the 
financial economic aspect of the flows going in and out of the farms to also record the relevant physical/material aspects of these 
same flows. Often the same source documents can be used. If a farmer buys pesticides, fertilisers, petrol etc. the data collector / 
accountant records the financial amounts from the invoice. On the same invoice there is (in most cases) also information on the 
physical flows, such as quantity and product name of pesticides, quantity and NPK content of fertilisers, quantity and type of 
energy source etc. If a data collector is well instructed to not only record the financial amounts but also the important physical 
attributes on the same invoice, a major step has been made in collecting data needed to calculate indicators of the environmental 
aspects of sustainability performance (e.g. use of active substances of pesticides, N-balance at farm gate, GHG emissions etc.). 

Utilising this connection between financial and physical flows provides large advantages for the quality of the collected data, the 
completeness of the collected data, and the burden on farmers. The quality can be enhanced by the opportunities of cross-
checking financial and physical flows. The completeness is better assured because the information is based on systematic 
recording and less emphasis is put on farmer recollection. Ssekiboobo and Zake (2016) show that direct estimations from farmers 
over (or under) estimate variables such as production when compared to the results of a systematic recording. The administrative 
burden of farmers is relatively small because the information which can be collected from invoices or other documents does not 
have to be asked from the farmer. 

4 OPTIONS TO ADAPT THE FADN 
In Chapter 2 we showed that the monitoring and evaluation of policies would benefit from more data on the sustainability of 
agricultural production, in addition to current productivity and income data and we showed that collecting these data in an 
integrated way on farms would be the most attractive option. The main reason for that is that policy-makers and researchers want 
to understand the decision making of farmers in how they manage trade-offs and jointness of productivity, sustainability and 
economic well-being under different technological options and policies.  

In Chapter 3 we concluded that it is feasible to collect sustainability data in the scope of FADN. Extending this data collection from 
the pilot to the EU level is a promising option as FADN is the only well-established farm level data collection system on the 
performance of farms in Europe. Some have argued that a separate data network for environmental (and social) data would be an 
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attractive alternative. Taking the example of environmental data we summarise the advantages and disadvantages of integrating 
environmental issues in FADN or setting up a separate environmental data network in Table 4.1. 

Table 4.1: Collecting sustainability data in FADN or a separate environmental network (Vrolijk, Poppe and Keszthelyi, 2016) 

Integrated data collection FADN + FLINT data Separate network for environmental variables 
(+) Jointness and trade-off between objectives / indicators (-) No or weak link with economic performance and farm 

management 
(+) Allows integrated policy analysis (-) No direct link with policies, policy measure more difficult to 

evaluate 
(+) Use of existing procedures and quality mechanisms (-) Needs to be established (requires time and resources) 
(-) Increased complexity of data collection (+) Possibility to optimise design for specific variables 
(-) Possible need to reconsider field of observation (+) Optimised design results in more reliable estimates 
(-) Wide variety of objectives complicates sample design  (+) Burden can be distributed among farmers 
(-) Need for re-adjusting current systems and working 
processes 

 

To assess the farm management decisions under different policy options, the imputation of data from a specialised environmental 
network into the current FADN data or from other sources such as environmental statistics is needed. Such an imputation however 
would lead to less reliable estimates of behaviour and the impact of a policy change. 

In Chapter 3 we tested the integrated data collection on FADN farms and concluded that this is in general an option that is 
feasible. Most problems encountered were linked to the fact that data collection was done in a project and not yet integrated in 
normal FADN data flows and liaison agencies. A survey conducted by the FLINT project shows that 70 percent of the member 
states make use of administrative sources for the compilation of FADN. Bottlenecks experienced are legal restrictions in combining 
data sources and the identification of the (same) farm in different systems.  

The fact that many data are available on the farm on invoices and other documents is a big advantage in using the FADN to 
collect such data and leads to an administrative burden that is (in total) much less than setting up an additional panel. It also 
contributes to data quality as checks can be made on implicit prices when quantities and financial flows are recorded. Some 
farmers do have a lot of sustainability data available, as they report to food processors in sustainability schemes. We assume that 
such schemes will become even more prevalent in the years to come (see e.g. Fresco and Poppe, 2016). Developments in ICT will 
lead to e-invoicing in the years to come and there have already been pleas from farmers (EIP 2016 Benchmarking report) and app-
builders (EIP, 2016 Data driven business models) to move as fast as possible to a paperless food chain to reduce typing in of data 
that are already in a computer elsewhere and to make such data available for farm management.  

Given these developments, there are options to upscale the FLINT pilot to a larger scale in the FADN system to provide policy-
makers and policy researchers with the data they need for the impact analysis of agricultural and environmental policies. Starting 
from that conclusion this chapter looks how this data collection in the FADN could be organised and financed. 

4.1 Legal issues 
The legislation establishing FADN is Council Regulation 79/65/EEC of 15 June 1965. This legislation has since been modified and 
expanded into the FADN’s basic act currently into force: Council Regulation (EC) No 1217/2009 of 30 November 2009. This sets up 
a network for the collection of accountancy data on the incomes and business operation of agricultural holdings in the European 
Community. Article 1 of this basic act links the FADN with the needs of the Common Agricultural Policy and defines as its purpose 
to collect the accountancy data needed for, in particular: (a) an annual determination of incomes on agricultural holdings coming 
within the field of the survey; and (b) a business analysis of agricultural holdings. Article 2 defines ‘accountancy data’ as any 
technical, financial or economic data relating to an agricultural holding derived from accounts consisting of entries made 
systematically and regularly throughout the accounting year.  

The basic act makes a difference between the purpose of the annual determination of income (in Chapter 2) and the business 
analysis of agricultural holdings (in Chapter 3). Originally this second purpose in Chapter 3 was written to be able to analyse 
specific types of production (crops, animals) on mixed farms (‘analytical accounting’) or to carry out a more detailed specific 
analysis on a group of farms. In Article 13 under this chapter it is stated that the farm return shall include the accountancy data 
required under Article 8(2) and all such further accountancy items and details as each particular analysis may require. 

Our interpretation of this basic act is that this would make it possible to collect the FLINT sustainability data within the purpose 
that the basic act of FADN has set out. A lot of the indicators are based on technical data derived from accounts. Meeting 
environmental and social standards is currently a normal business practice that influence farm management, and environmental 
accounting is a well-known business practice. To understand farm behaviour and responses to policies, data on environmental and 
social issues (and certainly those linked to the CAP’s greening and cross-compliance rules) is needed in the same way as the 
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current FADN collects data on the elevation of the farm or the age of the farmer. Chapter 3 on business analysis makes it possible 
to run a special analysis such as the FLINT sustainability analysis on a subset of farms. 

That is not to say that sooner or later it would be clearer to state the purpose of sustainability analysis more explicit in the basic 
text of the FADN. But for the moment it is sufficient to conclude that current law already makes an expansion in this direction 
possible. 

From our pilot we learnt that also in the future it is important to respect the different circumstances in the member states and to 
be flexible in how the data should be collected, as long as the data delivered to the FADN is harmonised. Although we have given 
arguments above for collecting the data in the same procedure as the conventional FADN data, this is not always a realistic option. 
Using specialised data collectors can be attractive, especially if data for FADN are a by-product from tax accounts (see next 
section). For instance in our pilot in France we used students to collect the data, and a discussion with the French FADN Liaison 
Office taught us that one option for France could be to ask government staff that collects Farm Structure Survey (FSS) data on a 
sample basis to also collect the FLINT data (in addition to the tax accounts of those farms that are bought from accounting offices, 
as the FADN (RICA) panel is fully linked to this FSS-sample).  

Another issue in adding the sustainability data to FADN is the fact that some data are not very relevant or are too sensitive to be 
collected in a certain country. A country could be given a derogation for a certain variable, but that could be a problematic 
solution. The data collection then ends up quickly with the smallest common denominator. In 2000 the Ricastings project 
(Abitabile et al., 2000) advocated such a flexible approach and take all data that member states had available. At that time this was 
not implemented, priority was given to a more classic ICT approach. Although it is feasible from an ICT point of view, in legal 
terms such a level of freedom is perhaps still challenging. 

All in all, we conclude that from a legal point of view there is no problem to include the FLINT sustainability indicators in the 
FADN. The way we defined the indicators in Farm Return tables and variables, and documented definitions, this could be done 
relatively easy. Table 4.2 lists the new tables. Nevertheless the procedure would take some years to reach agreement and have 
data delivered to the database in Brussels. We come back to that aspect later on. The inclusion of this list of tables does not mean 
that all indicators can be copied. In Chapter 2 we reported some problems with some indicators. Several of these were country-
specific (e.g. water in Hungary) and could be countered by some flexibility in (not) gathering some data in some countries or farm 
types. For land management we assume that by now farmers are more familiar with the concept of Ecological Focus Areas in the 
CAP as they were during the FLINT project. Some indicators for soil management and erosion should be reviewed as they were 
difficult to collect, but seem to be important for policy analysis in at least some regions. 

Table 4.2 List of tables from the FLINT project to be integrated in the FADN Farm Return 

Table Topic Table Topic 
Z1 Information and Knowledge Z6 Risk Reduction 
Z2 Working Conditions and Quality Of Life Z7 Pesticide Usage 
Z3 Innovation Z8 Nutrient Balance 
Z4 Economic situation Z9 Energy 
Z5 Land Management Z10 Water 

4.2 Cost of data collection 
Adding the FLINT data to the FADN of course adds a cost. Estimating these costs is not a trivial issue. Estimating the costs of 
FADN is already a challenge. Bradley and Hill (2015) have tried to make an inventory of the costs of FADN in Europe. To make the 
costs more comparable they have adjusted the estimates by the average wage level in countries (Eurostat figures).  

In the FLINT project a short survey was distributed. The survey asked for the hours and budget per FADN farm and an estimate of 
the required number of hours to collect the FLINT data. In order to cross check the data and to be able to impute a value in case 
of missing values, countries were categorised in three example situations (Table 4.4 column 2). Column 3 of Table 4.4 gives the 
number of hours per FADN farm (if the data was missing in the FLINT survey an estimate was made based on the Bradley and Hill 
report). Based on these data the costs for collecting data on one FADN farm can be calculated (column 4, missing values based on 
Bradley and Hill). The hours per farm to collect the FLINT data (column 5) are the indications by the FADN committee members for 
their country. Missing values were imputed by the average of hours (column 5) belonging to the same example situation (column 
2). Also outliers were corrected by the research team. Based on these assumptions the costs for adding the FLINT sustainability 
data were calculated. 

The results reflect a range of local circumstances. Bradley and Hill conclude that the amounts differ due to differences in wage 
levels and due to differences in the scope of data collection. However, there are also other factors, such as whether the costs only 
include direct labour costs or a full commercial rate (including overhead costs and a profit margin); the quality of the data; special 
costs (e.g. the inclusion of costs of big ICT projects that once every ten or 15 years reorganise the software and working methods); 
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and a possible lack of resources in some countries. The assumption is that these factors also affect the estimation of costs for the 
collection of FLINT data and therefore that data collection costs per hour and the required number of extra hours provide an 
acceptable basis for estimating the FLINT data collection costs. 

The estimates in Table 4.4 show a large range: from countries such as Ireland (+10%) and the Netherlands (+11%) to France 
(+124%) and Malta (+225%). One explanation is that some of the countries gather already several data items from the FLINT data 
set for national purposes, but do not yet make them available to the EU FADN. Another is that some of the data-heavy FLINT farm 
return topics are not relevant in some countries, thus reducing the data collection burden (e.g. hardly any pesticides on crops in 
the Irish FADN sample where livestock dominates). Another is that countries with relatively low extra costs see options to integrate 
the data collection in the current process, where others are not able to do that or have to pay the full cost of such an adaption, as 
the current costs are relatively low as the FADN data are a by-product of tax accounting. This implies that the differences in costs 
between countries are lower in the desired situation where FADN data are supplemented by FLINT data then in the current 
situation with only FADN data: the burden is on those with currently relatively low costs. 

Table 4.4: Costs of FADN and FLINT data collection in Europe (euros per farm, values that were somehow corrected or imputed by 
the FLINT research team are in italics) 

Country 
(1) 
 
 
 

Example 
reflecting 
situation * 
(2) 

Hours 
per 
FADN 
farm 
(3) 

Data 
collection 
cost per 
hour  
(4) 

Hours per 
farm for 
FLINT data 
(5) 

Current 
costs FADN 
farm 
(6)  

Estimated costs FADN farm + 
FLINT data 
 
In Euros(7)   Increase in % (8)     

Austria 2 16.8 46 10 1,360 1,819 34% 
Belgium 2 56 36 12 2,000 2,429 21% 
Bulgaria 2 15 14 10 209 348 67% 
Croatia 2 15 9 10 130 217 67% 
Cyprus 3 7 36 8 250 536 114% 
Czech Rep. 2 30 12 9 370 481 30% 
Denmark 1 6 60 5 400 699 75% 
Estonia 2 28.8 14 9 314 439 40% 
Finland 2 25 40 7 1,000 1,280 28% 
France 3 4 52 12 500 1,119 124% 
Germany 3 8 46 12 600 1,157 93% 
Greece 3 24 53 12 1,273 1,910 50% 
Hungary 2 6 11 6 500 566 13% 
Ireland 1 24 42 2.5 1,000 1,104 10% 
Italia 1 15 20 8 300 460 53% 
Latvia 3 12 23 12 270 540 100% 
Lithuania 2 8 31 5 250 406 62% 
Luxembourg 2 50 40 15 2,000 2,600 30% 
Malta 2 4 25 9 100 325 225% 
Netherlands 1 54 56 6 3,000 3,333 11% 
Poland 2 32.2 20 10 656 860 31% 
Portugal 2 37.5 13 9 500 620 24% 
Romania 3 4 7 12 100 179 79% 
Slovakia 2 20 17 10 340 510 50% 
Slovenia 3 15 23 12 263 542 106% 
Spain 3 10 32 6 500 691 38% 
Sweden 2 9 56 12 800 1477 85% 
UK 2 44 45 9 2,000 2,409 20% 

Source: Survey among FADN managers 

* (1) Netherlands/Ireland: already much data available, FLINT data gathered in same process as FADN; (2) Poland/Hungary: not much data available, FLINT data 
gathered in same process as FADN and (3) France/Greece: not much data available, FLINT data gathered in a separate farm visit. 

Of course this analysis has to be treated with caution. Costs of the FADN are hard to estimate and the costs of extra FLINT data are 
much based on expectations of the FADN managers who not yet have experience with gathering those data. The costs from 
member states in the FLINT project are probably too high in the long run as these are the costs from the first year, not yet taking 
learning effects and optimal software solutions and working procedures into consideration. On the other hand, the costs exclude 
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set up costs in software, training, and extra overheads. On average (unweighted with the number of farms per member state) the 
costs of adding the FLINT sustainability data to the FADN imply an increase from 750 euros per holding to 1,040 euros (+ 38%).  

4.3 Options for scaling up 
Given the budget reductions that governments face, it is probably unrealistic to add the FLINT data collection to the full FADN 
sample of 85,000 farms and increase the budget costs by about 40%. We therefore explore a number of alternatives. 

The first alternative discussed is to reduce the frequency of some of the variables. Some of the FLINT data are perhaps not needed 
every year and could be collected in certain years (e.g. ask for data on social indicators only every three years). This could also 
apply to the current FADN data (e.g. ask for the composition of the work force only every four years). The ARMS survey of the 
USDA-ERS (which is more or less similar to the FADN) applies this method by for instance having more detailed data collection on 
a certain crop in a certain year to understand production practices and cost prices. However ARMS is a much more centralised 
system than FADN whose EU database is essentially taken from 28 FADN national data collection systems. Although FADN 
managers see some possibilities to apply such flexibility, taking into account extra work in changing software and instructions for 
data collectors, this option will not release enough budget to collect sustainability data on e.g. 10,000 farms in Europe. Therefore 
this option is not advised as the solution (but could be taken into account if the FLINT sustainability data are incorporated in the 
FADN Farm Return). 

A second option is to collect the new FLINT variables on a subsample of FADN farms. This alternative is attractive as it involves and 
teaches other member states to scale up from the current pilot in only 9 countries. However it does not solve the budget issue, 
new funds are needed for this extension. Another disadvantage is that the FADN managers have to run two systems: the old FADN 
data collection and the new FADN-FLINT data collection. In cases where the FLINT data would be collected in a separate process 
(e.g. such as in the French example during the pilot) this is not so complicated, but countries with a very integrated data collection 
method need to have quite flexible software systems.  

To overcome the budget problem of this option, there are two pathways, that both are interesting to pursue. One is to find extra 
money with the European Commission to set this up quickly for e.g. the next five years. The Commission has an urgent need to 
have access to the FLINT data for the impact evaluation of the current CAP and ex-ante assessment of the CAP-post-2020. Some 
of this data is to some extent already available in some member states. By acting fast (perhaps in collaboration with the JRC and 
the Environmental Agency) via a project structure instead of FADN legislation, the FLINT project could be continued in 2017 data 
gathering for as many countries as feasible. The FADN committee itself has then more time to work on the inclusion of this data in 
the normal FADN and after e.g. 5 years the project structure could be abandoned. We label this option as ‘FLINT-2 Policy Research 
Infrastructure’. 

The other pathway to solve the budget issue is to cut the number of farms in the FADN so that the data collection in a subsample 
could be paid from the current budget (mostly paid by the member states). We label this option as ‘FADN subsample’. 

Taking this pathway one step further is to reduce the FADN sample in such a way that the FLINT data is collected on every FADN 
farm, in other words collect all the information on as much FADN farms as possible. The idea behind this solution is that the FADN 
managers do not have to run different data collection procedures on different farms, which is especially attractive for those who 
have an integrated data collection of both types of data. Second advantage is at the research side: with a subpanel researchers will 
be tempted to use the FLINT data from the subsample for imputation at the full FADN set or will only use the subsample for most 
of the research, making the other data less valuable. Both developments suggest that having the same data on all farms is an 
attractive option, probably to be reached in a couple of years by upscaling the collection of FLINT data and let a substantial 
number of farmers leave the conventional FADN. We label this option ‘Full FADN’. The disadvantage of this option is that the 
FADN becomes less representative at a regional level for certain farm types. That is probably not a big concern at the EU level, but 
it might be problematic in some countries, especially some federal countries where the data play an important role in regional 
policy making.  

Figure 4.2 provides an overview of the four options discussed above. From our Community of Practice with the FADN-managers 
(in workshops with the FADN committee and more informal in the Pacioli-workshops) and from meetings with a number of 
ministries, we can conclude that there is a wide support for the need for sustainability information, there is a broad recognition of 
the advantages of an integrated data set with economic, environmental and social indicators and most of the indicators specified 
in FLINT are considered relevant.  
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Figure 4.2: Promising scenarios for a future data infrastructure 

Despite this, there are still different thoughts on the best way to collect these data. Some ministries strongly support the idea of 
collecting this data in the scope of FADN and see FADN as the only feasible approach, some other countries (especially those with 
a long history of data collection by accounting offices) doubt whether FADN is the right place and is flexible enough to include 
sustainability data. A further analysis of this choice asks for a calculation on how many farms data should be collected in the 
different options.  

4.4 Criteria for FLINT sample 
FADN is often claimed to be designed to be representative for economic issues (Oenema et al., 2011; Koester and Loy, 2016). 
Although this claim is often not made more precise, a few aspects should be distinguished. These are the demarcation of the field 
of observation and the sample design of the FADN. With respect to the demarcation of the field of survey, FADN is aimed at 
covering commercial farms, namely those that produce for the market and are larger than a certain minimum economic size (EU, 
2010). This threshold differs between countries to reflect the different agricultural structures and different economic situations in 
countries. 

Farms smaller than the threshold are not included in FADN but do have an impact on the environment and the social dimensions 
of rural areas, especially in those regions with a large number of small and/or semi-subsistence farms (Tocco et al., 2014; Tudor, 
2015). Here it is important to be aware of the fact that FADN is designed as a tool to monitor and evaluate the CAP, which is 
mainly targeted at and affects commercial farms. Collecting sustainability data on FADN farms does not provide data on very small 
farms, but does provide the opportunity to evaluate the impacts of the CAP on economic, social and environmental objectives. If 
the CAP would be focused on smaller farms, changing the field of observation of FADN should be considered, irrespective whether 
sustainability data is collected or not. In the FLINT project we tried to collect data on farms just below the threshold in some 
countries, but this proved to be very difficult as such farms do often not have basic data for accounting available and are not very 
interested in improving farm practices and learn from the feedback of FADN data.  

At a regional level the FADN sample is stratified based on two dimensions: economic size and type of farming. Both dimensions 
are based on the concept of Standard Output (SO) which is a standardised measure for the expected output of a farm based on 
the agricultural activities on the farm. The sample allocation (how many farms to include in each strata) is based on different 
allocation methods, such as proportional or optimal allocation. Although SO is defined as an economic indicator to be able to sum 
different agricultural activities to establish the size of the farm, the practical impact of this choice is very limited. Also for collecting 
data on environmental and social issues, type of farming and size of farming would be important stratification variables. Owing to 
the very strong correlation between physical size and economic size (especially within a type of farming) the resulting sample 
structure is likely to be very similar. What could be different is the exact allocation of the sample size to the different strata. In case 
of applying proportional allocation the result would be the same. In case of optimal allocation, the sample size within each 
stratum can differ based on the choice of the variable to define the homogeneity of farms in a stratum. A sample fully dedicated 
to GHG emissions or soil would be more (statistical) efficient for that specific purpose but each of these objectives would lead to 
different allocation of the sample capacity. Given the wide range of indicators on greening a more multi-purpose panel is 
required. The subsequent experiences with the use of this panel could results in changes in the panel design. 

Another aspect of the stratification of FADN is that it is carried out in a harmonised way, but at a member state level. The 
European FADN is a federation of national FADNs and there is no procedure that stratifies the sample at a European level resulting 
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in an optimal allocation of farms to the member states (and regions). As most of the costs of the sample are born by the individual 
member states, a European optimal allocation would be difficult to implement, as national budgets cannot easily be shifted. 

This however creates a new question for collecting the sustainability data in an FADN subsample or in FLINT-2 Policy Research 
Infrastructure: should the number of farms with sustainability data be optimised over the European Union, or in relation to the 
national FADN (e.g. 20% of its sample farms)? And should also the different costs in the member states be taken into account? For 
the options of the FADN Subsample and the FLINT-2 Policy Research Infrastructure, as defined above, the number of farms has to 
be chosen as a balance between costs and the preciseness of the information we accept. The details of these analysis can be 
found in deliverable 6.2. The results are presented in the next chapter. 

5 RECOMMENDATIONS FOR THE FUTURE  
The analysis conducted in the project leads us to the conclusion that the results of the FLINT project can be upscaled to improve 
the evaluation of the current and future CAP. The most realistic option to realise this is an FADN sub-sample of 15,000 farms in 28 
member states. This is a strong recommendation from a research project towards a decision that is of course also political. It is 
based on the analysis of the current EU policies, the good practice of the EU to perform ex-ante impact evaluations (Kirkpatrick, 
2007) and the demonstration in the FLINT project that data can be gathered. And it is confirmed by the strong interest of DG-
Agriculture and Rural Development in this project and suggestions to be able to use the results in the mid-term review of the 
current CAP. 

There are two options to realise this upscaling that could and should be started in parallel. One is to formally expand the FADN 
with this data in a subsample, and at the same time reduce the current FADN sample from 85,000 to 75,000 farms to give the 
member states the possibility to keep the FADN costs within their current budget.  

The problem with this option is that it will take time to change the legislation, agree on the set of data that has to be collected 
(e.g. some of the countries not in the FLINT project will question the relevance or definition of certain indicators for their country) 
and to get started. In several member states time is needed to discuss consequences with accounting offices and software 
suppliers, and to adapt contracts. This means it would take a few years before the European Commission has access to the micro-
level sustainability data for policy analysis. Even if the FADN committee would agree in 2017 on introducing the FADN subsample, 
this most optimistic planning would at the earliest bring in data on 2018 at the end of 2019 to be available as a first-year dataset 
for policy analysis in 2020. That is certainly too late for the current mid-term evaluation of the CAP and most likely also too late for 
the ex-ante evaluation of the CAP-post-2020.  

We therefore propose to start in parallel with a project FLINT-2 that creates with the 28 national FADNs a Policy Research 
Infrastructure. This could start immediately and take in data that is already available in national FADNs for past years (e.g. Ireland 
and the Netherlands), including those from FLINT partners such as Hungary, Finland, Navarra (Spain) and Poland that decided to 
continue the data collection of some nationally relevant indicators. The project could immediately start to help the member states 
that were not part of the FLINT pilot project to start up their activities based on the project budget and by making software 
available. In addition to DG Agri other units of the Commission (e.g. JRC, DG Envi, DG Clima, European Environment Agency) could 
be interested and more easily connected to such a project. 

These recommended options are discussed in more detail in the next sections. This is followed by a couple of suggestions for 
further work on indicators, ICT and collaboration with industry.  

5.1 Plan for execution to create a FADN subsample 
We recommend the FADN committee, chaired by DG Agri, to discuss this report and its recommendations in 2017 and start 
working on adapting the FADN legislation to include a sub-sample of 15,000 farms that provide some sustainability data as 
defined in this project. The allocation of these 15,000 farms is shown in Table 5.1. At the same time the current FADN sample 
should be reduced.  

Table 5.1: Proposal for a reduced FADN of 75,000 farms with a subsample of 15,000 farms for sustainability data based on optimal 
allocation of subsample farms over the member states and main types of farming  

  
Coun-
try 

  
FADN 
field of 
survey 

  
 FADN 
sample 
- total 

 
of which 
sub-sample 

Fraction of the subsample per farm type 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

BEL 30,456 1,151 360 9% 13% 5% 31% 23% 1% 7% 12% 
BGR 115,650 2,087 230 49% 10% 3% 19% 8% 4% 0% 8% 
CYP 10,209 443 25 14% 10% 10% 42% 10% 13% 0% 1% 
CRO 89,300 4,000 150 To be calculated when data becomes available 
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CZE 14,856 1,319 370 36% 5% 3% 21% 5% 1% 4% 25% 
DAN 29,044 1,513 420 16% 5% 4% 31% 31% 3% 1% 9% 
DEU 193,867 6,941 1,900 18% 7% 5% 37% 16% 1% 5% 11% 
ELL 328,985 4,663 230 24% 14% 29% 15% 3% 8% 0% 7% 
ESP 601,208 7,987 1,900 15% 10% 24% 24% 19% 3% 2% 4% 
EST 8,090 644 40 34% 5% 0% 43% 6% 0% 1% 10% 
FRA 304,539 5,143 1,900 21% 4% 21% 27% 11% 2% 4% 10% 
HUN 107,241 1,922 380 48% 6% 5% 9% 13% 4% 1% 13% 
IRE 78,954 922 150 12% 0% 0% 85% 0% 0% 0% 3% 
ITA 802,922 9,147 3,285 20% 8% 32% 24% 7% 5% 1% 3% 
LTU 52,926 1,036 50 40% 2% 1% 32% 5% 2% 1% 17% 
LUX 1,607 441 25 3% 0% 7% 77% 4% 0% 4% 7% 
LVA 22,682 955 40 39% 2% 0% 35% 5% 2% 3% 15% 
MLT 3,034 499 25 7% 27% 7% 23% 23% 10% 3% 3% 
NED 52,201 1,413 900 8% 30% 3% 38% 16% 1% 3% 2% 
OST 92,989 2,065 160 10% 0% 14% 39% 25% 3% 3% 6% 
POL 720,630 12,098 720 20% 7% 3% 19% 17% 3% 10% 21% 
POR 109,921 2,239 190 12% 8% 19% 40% 6% 6% 1% 8% 
ROU 1,038,322 5,541 430 21% 2% 3% 38% 4% 1% 13% 18% 
SUO 39,353 816 110 15% 14% 0% 54% 10% 1% 0% 4% 
SVE 28,053 888 220 19% 3% 0% 58% 8% 0% 1% 12% 
SVK 3,393 488 150 43% 1% 2% 26% 2% 4% 3% 20% 
SVN 39,952 894 50 4% 2% 7% 58% 11% 3% 5% 12% 
UKI 92,341 2,685 590 28% 3% 1% 52% 7% 1% 1% 7% 
Total 

 
4,923,425 75,940 15,000 19% 8% 15% 31% 12% 3% 3% 8% 

5.2 Plan for a FLINT-2 Policy Research Infrastructure project 
As argued in the introduction of this chapter, the option to adapt the FADN legislation to include a sub-sample of farms that 
provide sustainability data does not solve the immediate data needs of DG Agri for the evaluation of the current CAP or the ex-
ante evaluation of proposals for the CAP-post-2020. This is a pity as a lot of data is available, also on past years, in some of the 
member states. There is also a risk that some member states will block the development of the FADN as advocated in Section 5.1. 

We therefore recommend DG Agri to launch a project (call) that establishes for the time being a ‘policy research infrastructure’ in 
which some sustainability data as defined in FLINT are collected on 15,000 FADN farms in the 28 member states. Such a project 
would have three advantages. First, it brings in data that is already available in some of the member states, even for previous years 
up to 2017 which could help DG Agri (and its contractors) to improve its policy analysis. That would improve the impact analysis of 
the current CAP and show the diversity in farms in the uptake of measures such as greening etc. and see which measures work 
(and which ones not). Second, such a project would be much more flexible in making data from member states available than the 
FADN subsample based on legislation. In a project it is much easier to take on board what is available and to make exceptions if a 
certain indicator is relevant for a country but very hard to collect in the national context. A flexible ICT system (as advocated for 
FADN in the RICASTINGS project, Abitabile et al., 2000) supports that. In the legislative framework of FADN that can be arranged 
with exceptions and derogations but it quickly leads to agree on the lowest common denominator of data to be gathered. Third 
such a project could be useful to support the member states in setting up the subsample, especially for those countries that were 
not part of the FLINT project. At the same time it puts some pressure on them to make progress with the official FADN subsample 
as discussed in the previous section. 

Alternatively we recommend the European research institutes (or liaison offices) that are active in the FADN data collection create 
a coalition of the willing and pool the sustainability data that they have available. Such a pooled data set would directly have value 
for their own research and would be beneficial in working in projects that the European Commission contracts out. On the longer 
term such an action could lead to a more formal Research Infrastructure, recognised in the Horizon2020 ESFRI (European Strategic 
Forum on Research Infrastructures) facility.  



 



Part 4 - Impact of FLINT Project 

 

FLINT has provided a significant contribution to the field of policy assessment relevant to the CAP by 
showing the feasibility of collecting farm level sustainability data and illustrating the added value of 
these data in a number of cases. FLINT has made recommendations, on the basis of the experiences 
of the project, to support the establishment of an operational EU-wide system at the European 
Union. 

The project has delivered and tested an integrated data-infrastructure to support the assessment of 
policy implications of CAP measures. The approach took into account different farming systems and 
different data collection administrative systems among MS. Furthermore, FLINT tested the value 
added of these additional data and indicators by incorporating them in a number of policy analyses 
case studies. As such, FLINT demonstrated the benefits to policy makers in having these additional 
indicators at their disposal. The lessons learned and recommendations from the project will be very 
useful if the European Commission decides to upgrade the pilot network to an operational EU-wide 
system. The measurement of farm level indicators will allow the monitoring and integrated analysis 
of EU farmers’ behavior in a period of changing CAP objectives.  

Section 1 describes the impact of FLINT on policy making, scientific research, society and the fadn 
community. Section 2 gives recommendations how to sustain the results of FLINT and gives 
recommendations for future work. 

1 Impact on policy, science, society and FADN 
 
 Policy related impacts 

FLINT has provided a new set of farm-level indicators that will provide policy makers with timely and 
relevant evidence on the impact of policy on various aspects of the farming sector. This information 
allows policy-makers to make more informed and evidence based judgements on the impact of 
policies that are often multidimensional and/or conflicting and that may involve both jointness and 
trade-offs. Policy makers could use this type of information in future policy decisions to ultimately 
improve the targeting of farm policies.  

• The FLINT approach allows an integrated (policy) analysis of the impact of policy measures on 
different aspects of farm performance. Separate networks on other sustainability aspects are 
good for monitoring purposes, but for policy analysis it is crucial to have an understanding of 
farm structure and farm behavior to understand the responses of farmers to new policy 
measures. Among others this requires a good understanding of the financial structure and 
profitability of farms. 
 

• Due to the comprehensive and appropriate consideration of farm level impacts of different 
policies, FLINT contributes to impact assessment of policy changes on farm level. The effect 
of changes in policy measures can be estimated at the level of individual farms and groups of 
farms. This will help policy makers to understand in which groups of farms (regional, size, 
type of farming, age class etc.) proposed policies lead to undesired effects and based on this 
they are better able to design off-setting policies.  This supports the targeting of policies.  
 

• In addition, since policy evaluations and recommendation can be based on farm level 
analysis, the transparency and the understandability of evaluations will be increased which in 
turn facilitates the implementation of improved policy measures. 



 
• With the FLINT approach the issue of sustainability as a goal of agricultural policies can be 

put stronger into focus. The innovative and more integrated way of measuring sustainability 
at farm level gives detailed results regarding the distributional impacts of agricultural and 
environmental policies. 

 
These benefits of the FLINT approach will be fully grasped when the farm level data collection is 
continued for a range of years with a larger sample to be representative for more types of farms 
and size classes. 
 

Scientific impacts 

FLINT has contributed to the identification and measurement of farm level indicators. Additions to 
existing scientific knowledge consist of: 

• Review of required indicators to measure the sustainability performance at farm level.  

• Amendment of existing indicators and the addition of new indicators to measure farm level 
sustainability. 

• Broad overview of existing approaches and literature with respect to the measurement of 
economic, environmental and societal performance of farms. 

• Empirical testing of data collection. In the (recent) past many frameworks of indicators have 
been developed. The experience with collecting data for these indicators at farm level was 
however very limited. This project has demonstrated the feasibility and limitations of 
collecting these data items and therefore on the practical value of these frameworks.  

• Increased understanding of the possibilities and difficulties of collecting farm level 
sustainability indicators on different farming systems and in different administrative 
situations. This experience enabled the project to propose a pragmatic operational structure 
to apply these indicators throughout the EU.  

• FLINT has resulted in a dataset with farm level data on a wide range of farm performance 
issues. This has enabled new types of scientific research on tradeoffs between sustainability 
aspects at an international scale which was not possible before due lack of relevant and 
harmonised data. Some of these new analyses have been demonstrated in the case studies in 
the peer reviewed papers in the special on FLINT in the journal Studies in Agricultural 
Economics   

 
Community and societal impacts 

• The results of the project facilitate the pursuit of societal goals in particular environmental 
and those related to rural development by improving the targeting, efficacy and efficiency of 
agricultural policies.  

• The project has demonstrated the increase in public value of the FADN data set when data 
on the sustainability performance of farms is included. Collecting, managing and processing 
of farm level data in the FADN requires large financial resources. An increase in the use of the 
data by aligning it to the new policy objectives provides a stronger justification for these 
expenditures.  

• By developing an integrated data collection systems based on a sample framework, the total 
administrative burdens for farmers will be kept to a minimum or even be reduced, compared 
to a situation of more statistical surveys and data collection by industry.  



• European food industry can use the indicators and experiences of the FLINT project in their 
sustainability schemes and activities.  

 Impact on FADN community 

• FLINT has demonstrated that many stakeholder are convinced that the FLINT approach 
increases the value of the data collected. Including environmental and social indicators 
strongly increases the potential use of the data, especially through the linkage between the 
new indicators and the existing farm level data on the financial economic performance of 
farms.  

• Several of the project partners have decided to continue the collection of the FLINT 
indicators for national purposes. This illustrates the feasibility of data collection and the 
perceived usefulness of having access to these data. The experiences at national level will 
facilitate the extension of the data collection to the EU-28 level. 
 
 

2 Recommendations for the future. 
 

Based on the impacts identified in the previous section, the project gives a number of 
recommendations to fully grasp the benefits of these impacts.  

 

2.1 Plan for execution to create a FADN subsample 
FLINT recommends the FADN committee, chaired by DG Agri, to discuss this report and its 
recommendations in 2017 and start working on adapting the FADN legislation to include a sub-sample 
of 15,000 farms that provide some sustainability data as defined in this project. The allocation of these 
15,000 farms is shown in table 1. At the same time the current FADN sample should be reduced.  

Table 1: Proposal for a reduced FADN of 75,000 farms with a subsample of 15,000 farms for 
sustainability data based on optimal allocation of subsample farms over the member states and main 
types of farming  

  



  

Coun-
try 

  

FADN 
field of 
survey 

  

 FADN 
sample 
- total 

 

of which 
sub-sample 

fraction of the subsample per farm type 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

BEL 30,456 1,151 360 9% 13% 5% 31% 23% 1% 7% 12% 

BGR 115,650 2,087 230 49% 10% 3% 19% 8% 4% 0% 8% 

CYP 10,209 443 25 14% 10% 10% 42% 10% 13% 0% 1% 

CRO 89,300 4,000 150 To be calculated when data becomes available 

CZE 14,856 1,319 370 36% 5% 3% 21% 5% 1% 4% 25% 

DAN 29,044 1,513 420 16% 5% 4% 31% 31% 3% 1% 9% 

DEU 193,867 6,941 1,900 18% 7% 5% 37% 16% 1% 5% 11% 

ELL 328,985 4,663 230 24% 14% 29% 15% 3% 8% 0% 7% 

ESP 601,208 7,987 1,900 15% 10% 24% 24% 19% 3% 2% 4% 

EST 8,090 644 40 34% 5% 0% 43% 6% 0% 1% 10% 

FRA 304,539 5,143 1,900 21% 4% 21% 27% 11% 2% 4% 10% 

HUN 107,241 1,922 380 48% 6% 5% 9% 13% 4% 1% 13% 

IRE 78,954 922 150 12% 0% 0% 85% 0% 0% 0% 3% 

ITA 802,922 9,147 3,285 20% 8% 32% 24% 7% 5% 1% 3% 

LTU 52,926 1,036 50 40% 2% 1% 32% 5% 2% 1% 17% 

LUX 1,607 441 25 3% 0% 7% 77% 4% 0% 4% 7% 

LVA 22,682 955 40 39% 2% 0% 35% 5% 2% 3% 15% 

MLT 3,034 499 25 7% 27% 7% 23% 23% 10% 3% 3% 

NED 52,201 1,413 900 8% 30% 3% 38% 16% 1% 3% 2% 

OST 92,989 2,065 160 10% 0% 14% 39% 25% 3% 3% 6% 

POL 720,630 12,098 720 20% 7% 3% 19% 17% 3% 10% 21% 

POR 109,921 2,239 190 12% 8% 19% 40% 6% 6% 1% 8% 

ROU 1038,322 5,541 430 21% 2% 3% 38% 4% 1% 13% 18% 

SUO 39,353 816 110 15% 14% 0% 54% 10% 1% 0% 4% 

SVE 28,053 888 220 19% 3% 0% 58% 8% 0% 1% 12% 

SVK 3,393 488 150 43% 1% 2% 26% 2% 4% 3% 20% 

SVN 39,952 894 50 4% 2% 7% 58% 11% 3% 5% 12% 

UKI 92,341 2,685 590 28% 3% 1% 52% 7% 1% 1% 7% 

Total 
EU 

4,923,425 75,940 15,000 19% 8% 15% 31% 12% 3% 3% 8% 

 



 

The timetable for moving from the current FADN to the renewed FADN with this subsample is given in 
table 2. It assumes that legislation could be adapted in the winter of 2017/18 and that data collection 
could start in all member states on the accounting year 2019. This process can be supported by 
providing data from some of the FLINT partners (that collect the data already for national purposes) at 
an earlier stage, to test FADN (RICA-1) software.  

Table 2: Timetable for creating the subsample in FADN 

year Action 

2017 Discuss this report in FADN committee and adopt recommendations 

Adapt FADN legislation: number of holdings in FADN sample and subsample; new 
tables in Farm Return for subsample 

Optional: decide to collect some data from current form and FLINT indicators only 
in the years that an FSS is organised 

2018 Finalise selection plans 

Change contracts with (or instructions to) accounting offices 

Adapt software in member states and at DG Agri, including auditing programs 
(RICA-1); pre-test with data from one of the FLINT partners 

2019 First year of data collection 

Finalise adaptation of software with DG Agri 

2020 Upload data from member states to FADN website at DG Agri 

2021 Publish data from subsample on FADN Website and make it available for policy 
research 

 

A fall back option for the Commission is to start in the accounting year 2020 or to make the proposal 
to adapt the FADN a part of the legislative proposal to change the CAP for the period after 2020 in a 
package deal with the member states. Renewing the CAP with cross-compliance, greening and other 
options could go hand in hand with an obligation for the member states to monitor that not only with 
the Common Monitoring and Evaluation Framework (CMEF) but also (for the current pillar 1) with the 
FADN subsample as defined in Table 1. 

 

2.2 Plan for a FLINT-2 Policy Research Infrastructure project 
As argued in the introduction of this chapter, the option to adapt the FADN legislation to include a 
sub-sample of farms that provide sustainability data does not solve the immediate data needs of DG 
Agri for the evaluation of the current CAP or the ex-ante evaluation of proposals for the CAP-post-
2020. This is a pity as a lot of data is available, also on past years, in some of the member states. There 
is also a risk that some member states block the development of the FADN as advocated in the 
previous section. 

We therefore recommend DG Agri to launch a project (call) that establishes for the time being a ‘policy 
research infrastructure’ in which some sustainability data as defined in FLINT are collected on 15,000 
FADN farms in the 28 member states. Such a project would have three advantages. First of all it brings 
in data that is already available in some of the member states, even for previous years up to 2017 
which could help DG Agri (and its contractors) to improve its policy analysis. That would improve the 



impact analysis of the current CAP and show the diversity in farms in the uptake of measures like 
greening etc. and see which measures work (and which ones not). Second, such a project would be 
much more flexible in making data from member states available than the FADN subsample based on 
legislation. In a project it is much easier to take on board what is available and to make exceptions if a 
certain indicator is relevant for a country but very hard to collect in the national context. A flexible ICT 
system (as advocated for FADN in the RICASTINGS project, Abitabile et al., 2000) supports that. In the 
legislative framework of FADN that can be arranged with exceptions and derogations but it quickly 
leads to agree on the lowest common denominator of data to be gathered. Third such a project could 
be useful to support the member states in setting up the subsample, especially for those countries that 
were not part of the FLINT project. At the same time it puts some pressure on them to make progress 
with the official FADN subsample as discussed in the previous section. 

Table 3. gives a tentative list of deliverables for a project FLINT-2 Policy Research Infrastructure. The 
call for such a project could be launched by DG Agri in the spring of 2017, with bids evaluated before 
the summer. That would make it possible to do the first policy analysis in the project already after the 
summer break of 2017, based on the FLINT data and other data from the member states that are 
already available (including those from member states not present in the FLINT-consortium). Data 
gathering in many countries could start in 2018, making the data available in time for the ex-ante 
evaluation of the CAP-post-2020. The project could also develop the software needed for managing 
the sustainability data. The test-engine developed in the FLINT project could be made available and 
managed as open source and additional software could be developed in a similar way. A budget of 7.5 
mln euro a year would probably be large enough to realise the sample of 15,000 farms .  

 

Table 3. Main deliverables for a project FLINT-2 Policy Research Infrastructure. 

Time Deliverable 

August 1, 2017 Signed contract for the project 

November 1, 2017 Report with first analysis of CAP with FLINT data and some national 
FADN sustainability data 

January 1, 2018 Selection plans and instructions (with best practices) for data collection 
in FADN Subsample available to start data collection in 2018 in 28 
member states 

March 1, 2018 Database available with relevant data from member states (FLINT and 
others) from 2010-2016 (including FLINT data) 

July 1, 2018 2nd Report with analysis of CAP with FLINT data and national FADN 
sustainability data. Data in aggregated form available on website 

October 1, 2018 Selection reports on start-up data collection in FADN subsample in 28 
member states 

Software with tests available for auditing sustainability and conventional 
FADN data (RICA-1) in open source approach 

December 15, 2018 Database available with relevant data from member states (FLINT and 
others) from 2017  

July 1, 2019 3nd Report with analysis of CAP with FLINT data and national FADN 
sustainability data on 2017. Data in aggregated form available on 
website 

December 15, 2019 Database available with relevant data from all 28 member states from 
2018 



July 1, 2020 4th Report with analysis of CAP, focus on ex-ante evaluation CAP-post 
2020 with for the first time data from all member states, on 2018. Data 
in aggregated form available on website 

December 15, 2020 Database available with relevant data from all 28 member states from 
2019; end of project.  

 

Alternatively we recommend the European research institutes (or liaison offices) that are active in the 
FADN data collection to create a coalition of the willing and pool the sustainability data that they have 
available. Such a pooled data set would directly have value for their own research and would be 
beneficial in working in projects that the European Commission contracts out. On the longer term such 
an action could lead to a more formal Research Infrastructure, recognised in the Horizon2020 ESFRI 
(European Strategic Forum on Research Infrastructures) facility.  

 

2.3 Future work on indicator development and standardisaton 
Besides the recommendations in the previous sections to scale up the results of the FLINT project 
within the FADN community, we have a couple of recommendations for future work in research and 
innovation that builds upon the FLINT results. The first one is to keep working on the development of 
sustainability indicators and their standardisation. There are a number of reasons for that. First of all 
the FLINT project does not claim that its decisions on indicator definitions cannot be challenged from 
a scientific or practical point of view. We had to take practical decisions for the 9 member states 
involved, and applying the methodology to other countries and sectors with new practical experiences 
could lead to new insights. 

A more important reason for this plea to work on indicator development is that we concentrated in the 
environmental indicators on soil, water, air, and biodiversity and in the social indicators on those 
related to people and human capital. We think that more work could be done on these issues, 
especially soil (where experts have no clear conclusions on good indicators but where sustainability 
issues are clearly on the table), climate change and biodiversity themes. Introduction in agriculture of 
new concepts like the bio-economy and circular economy will lead to new issues and indicators. The 
issue of climate change, adaption as well as mitigation, will probably play a big role in the CAP-post-
2020 and ask for policy evaluation (Fresco and Poppe, 2016). In the social domain we for the moment 
deliberately left out ethical issues like animal welfare. 

Standardisation of indicators should be done in collaboration with statistical agencies that collect 
some of the sustainability data for statistics. In some cases the statistics could be based on FADN data, 
reducing the administrative burden for farmers and costs for the government.  

 

2.4 Future work on integration with industry schemes 
Several industry schemes oblige farmers to collect sustainability data. Researchers active around the 
FADN should liaise with these schemes. First, as these schemes and their indicators are a reality, they 
influence farm behaviour and perhaps even more than policies do. This means that researchers who 
want to explain farm behaviour and the effect of policies on this behaviour and through this on the 
environment, need insight in the indicators that industry uses to influence farm management. 
Indicators in the FADN should therefore be based as much as possible on what is used in the industry. 
Second, the harmonisation between industry indicators and those used in FADN and policy evaluation 
is beneficial for the cost of data collection. Farmers will make data more easily available if that data is 
already in their management software for the industry schemes. It reduces administrative burdens if 



farmers can supply the same data to the FADN as to industry. Third, the world becomes less 
complicated and policies more successful if incentives from policies and industry towards farmers are 
harmonised. This is not to say that industry indicators are all correct and complete. In some cases the 
indicators can be made more scientifically sound or new ones can be included in industry schemes 
after a test in the FADN for new sustainability topics. 

 Looking to the future, there are opportunities for further integration of sector and policy 
initiatives. The FLINT project objective is to provide quantitative information that helps policy makers 
to make decisions or to evaluate the impact of decisions for a country or farm type. There are many 
initiatives that measure sustainability performance in agricultural systems. The goal of the initiative 
determines what data should be assembled and which tools and indicators could be used to measure 
processes and practices. Despite the differences in goal and scope, there are opportunities for 
harmonisation and alignment between measurement frameworks, tools, and data assembling systems. 
At product level, for example, the EC initiated the Product Environmental Footprint (PEF). The PEF is a 
multi-criteria measurement framework for the environmental performance based on a life cycle 
approach (Lehmann et al., 2015). Within the PEF, primary and secondary data needs are identified. 
Primary data need to be provided by a company, whereas secondary data are data from PEF-
designated data sources. Data from the FLINT project could strengthen these secondary data sources, 
and might even provide primary data for a food producing company. Another product-level example is 
The Sustainability Consortium (TSC). TSC convenes stakeholders in consumer good supply chains and 
develops science-based key performance indicators (KPI) that measure environmental and societal 
performance per product category based on a life cycle approach. Quantifying KPIs often requires 
farm-level data or regional estimates from a sub-country area or agricultural zone, which FLINT could 
provide. 

2.5 Future work on ICT aspects 
The FLINT project described that many states use administrative data in compiling their FADN data set 
and how some have started to re-use commercial data that comes from invoices and other transaction 
data in a digital form. Costs of the FADN could be lowered substantially in the coming years if such a 
development would take off. And farmers themselves would benefit most of all.  

A recent EIP Focus Group on Benchmarking (2016) concluded that data sharing is an important theme 
for innovation: 

“Farmers, like most people, do not like to enter data into devices that are already available somewhere 
else. Unfortunately, the current situation is far from an ideal situation of nonrepudiation of data input. 
Agri-businesses, such as sellers of farm inputs and buyers of farm produce send ten thousands of 
paper invoices and other documents per year to farmers (one of the characteristics of agriculture is 
that farmers do not send invoices on their sales, but their buyers do, as this is more efficient). Farmers 
then have to type such data in their farm management information systems or accounting software (or 
have to pay their accountant to do that). This is often restricted to the most needed data (e.g., financial 
data) where other data on the documents (on volumes of input and output or on quality indicators of 
the produce) is ignored, although this would be useful for indicators on productivity and especially 
sustainability.  

In the next years, this practice should evolve towards digital exchange with EDI (Electronic Data 
Interchange) messages. [..] Novel more pro-active government approaches by public authorities could 
play a key role to promote EDI approaches and benchmarking sustainability. The Focus group 
discussions mentioned the blockchain technology as a possible solution, guaranteeing the ownership 
of data for the farmer and as such creating trust in a common interoperable system which holds data 
that farmers may not want to share with all actors. Standardisation organisations like AgGateway 
Europe or national ones could help in providing EDI-standards (many of them already available as 
UN/CEFACT standards).” 



Such principles as Single Entry and Digital by Default could help the agricultural sector and the food 
chain in managing its paper work and administrative burden. Researchers involved in the FADN should 
actively investigate and develop such innovations. The EIP Focus Group on Benchmarking also 
suggested that averages from the FADN, currently published on websites, should actively be used to 
provide benchmarks by linking this data to the IACS data. This could help to improve productivity and 
sustainability. 

 

 



 



Part 5 - Web site and Contact information 

 

Project web site: 

www.flint-fp7.eu 

 

Project partners: 

 

1 Wageningen Research (Wageningen UR)      Netherlands 

2 Agrargazdasagi Kutato Intezet (Research Institute of Agricultural Economics) Hungary 

3 MTT Agrifood Research Finland       Finland 

4 Instytut Ekomiki Rolnictwa I Gospodarki Zywnosciowej – IERIGZ   Poland 

5 Instituto Navarro De Tecnologias e Infraestructuras Agrolimentarias  Spain 

6 Leibniz Centre for Agricultural Landscape Research ZALF   Germany 

7 The Agriculture and Food Development Authority of Ireland Teagasc  Ireland 

8 Agricultural Ec. Res. Inst.– Hellenic Agricultural Organization - Demeter Greece 

9 INRA – Institut National de la Recherche Agronomique    France 

10 CROP-R BV         Netherlands 

11 University of Hohenheim        Germany 

 

Contact information: 

 

Krijn Poppe MSc (coordinator) e-mail: krijn.poppe@wur.nl 

Dr. Hans Vrolijk   e-mail: hans.vrolijk@wur.nl 

 

 

Further contact information: 

http://www.flint-fp7.eu/Contact.html 
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